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Chapter 1
Introdution

The interstellar medium (ISM) is an important omponent of all galaxies, eventhough by mass it is only a fration of the stellar mass, whih itself is a small frationof the inferred dark matter mass. A textbook view of the ISM often invokes theonept of a ontinual star-gas-star yle (Bennet et al. 2005). Stars form throughgravitational ontration of di�use atomi gas into high density giant moleularlouds (GMCs). After the densest portion of the loud ollapses, pressure andtemperature rise in the ore, and nulear fusion begins. Stars live most of theirlives shining brightly, but eventually return muh of their mass to the ISM throughstellar winds and supernovae (SNE) explosions when the supply of nulear fuel hasrun out. From this gas, new stars will form, and the star-gas-star yle ontinues.In order to understand galaxy formation and evolution, we must �rst understandstar formation, and thus we must also understand the dynamis of the ISM.When onsidering the ollapse of the ISM to form a protostar, it has long beenreognized that taking into aount only thermal pressure and gravitational ontra-tion yields a time sale for star formation whih is muh shorter than is observed(Zukerman & Palmer 1974). To avoid this problem, the ISM in the lassial pi-ture of star formation is threaded with a magneti �eld, and gravitational ollapse
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is mediated by ambipolar di�usion (see Shu, Adams, & Lizano 1987, and referenestherein for a review). Magneti pressure and tension slow the rush of gravity, butneutral material is able to drift through the �eld and ollapse to form a protostar.In reent years, however, both observational and theoretial problems with themagneti regulation theory have led to the development of a theory in whih starformation is largely mediated by interstellar turbulene, the primary soure of whihhas been traditionally thought to be derived from SNE. The level of turbulene inthe ISM may therefore strongly a�et the star formation rate. From a simple pointof view, the global star formation rate is expeted to be proportional to the inverseof the Jeans time, tJ = �2=G�. Here � is the gas surfae density, and �2 is a veloitydispersion inluding both thermal and turbulent ontributions, �2 = �2th+�2turb. Highlevels of turbulene ould in priniple suppress star formation altogether. However,large sale but lower amplitude turbulene ould also help prompt star formationin regions of interating blast waves, if there is enough time between shoks toallow ollapse to our. If omparatively little turbulene is present, the global starformation rate ould be very high. The relationship between turbulene in the ISMand star formation is one to whih we must pay partiular attention. It is the studyof the soure of this turbulene, and the e�et of turbulene on the properties of theISM, whih is the fous of this thesis.Conditions in the ISM are highly variable. In moleular louds, where star forma-tion ours, temperatures an be as low as 10 K, and densities as high as 105 m�3.At the other end of the spetrum, shoks from SNE an heat the ISM to temper-atures of 107K, and densities in this ionized plasma an be as low as 0:001 m�3.Intermediate to these extremes we �nd the Warm Neutral Medium (WNM) and theCold Neutral Medium (CNM), whih are likely two distint omponents of atomigas existing in rough thermal and pressure equilibrium. The CNM has temperatures
2



in the range of 10-100 K, and densities of around 20-250 m�3. The WNM is hotter,with a temperature of around 8000 K, and a density of about 0.1-0.4 m�3. Gasat temperatures intermediate to the CNM and WNM is thought to be thermallyunstable, so that it quikly heats or ools to beome part of one of these two phases.Thermal instability (TI) was �rst studied in detail by Field (1965) in the ontextof the ISM. The physial basis for TI is fairly simple. Various heating and oolingproesses our in whih radiation is both emitted (ooling) and absorbed (heating)by the ISM. The ISM is in thermal equilibrium when the net heating and oolingrates are equal. These heating and ooling rates are a funtion of the loal gas prop-erties suh as temperature, density, omposition and ionization state. The net sumof these rates is alled the ooling funtion, with the ooling (per volume) typiallyproportional to the square of the density and some funtion of temperature. If gaswhih is in thermal equilibrium is perturbed to lower temperatures, and ontinuesto ool, the equilibrium is unstable. If gas in thermal equilibrium is perturbed tohigher temperature, and ontinues to heat, it will also be unstable. A stable equi-librium is found when gas perturbed to ooler temperatures warms up, and gasperturbed to warmer temperatures ools bak down. Later Field, Goldsmith, &Habing (1969) proposed that the ISM exists in three \phases", F (with T � 104 K),G (T � 5000 K), and H (T � 100 K), in pressure equilibrium, with phase G beingthe thermally unstable phase. Sine the time-sale is short for thermally unstablegas to heat or ool to one of the stable phases, phase G was suspeted to be muhless ommon in the ISM. Phase F, the warm gas, was proposed as the interloudmedium, enshrouding old high density louds of gas in phase H. Their model wasin good agreement with observations of the time, and atually the values quoted fortypial ISM temperatures, densities, and turbulene levels in this paper have nothanged all that muh.
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This piture of the ISM is inomplete, however. As we already mentioned theISM is also found to exist at very high temperatures, heated by shok-waves fromSNE. The interation of supernovae remnants (SNR) with the ISM was onsideredby Cox & Smith (1974), who found that for reasonable supernovae rates the galaxyshould ontain interonneted tunnel networks of low density gas. A few yearslater, the standard two phase model of the ISM was expanded to take into aountthe e�ets of SNR by MKee & Ostriker (1977, hereafter MO). Cold louds wereproposed to exist, enshrouded by the WNM, and then by a Warm Ionized Medium(WIM), ionized by the stellar UV bakground. MO proposed that most of thevolume in the ISM is oupied by the Hot Ionized Medium (HIM), whih is formedfrom the expanding shok waves of supernovae remnants. In this piture little or nogas is found in the unstable regime between the CNM and WNM, and rough pressureequilibrium is thought to hold between these phases, with the hot medium ditatingthe level. Although MO overestimated the volume fration of the hot phase, thistheory of the ISM is still quite relevant today, and is essentially the foundation onwhih many of today's modern numerial simulations are built.Modern observations have made signi�ant progress in determining the basiproperties of the ISM, and are thus able to test the validity of the MO model.Heiles & Troland (2003) made observations of the 21m line in both absorption andemission. For many of their soures they �nd good agreement with the MO model,in the sense that the neutral omponent of the ISM an be viewed as ontainingold louds whih are enveloped by the WNM. They also �nd a higher volume andmass fration of the WNM than is predited by MO, as well as a larger fration ofgas in the unstable regime. About half of the WNM is unstable with temperaturesbetween 500-5000 K. The mass weighted veloity dispersions are 7 and 11 km/sfor the CNM and WNM, with mean temperature of 70K and 8000K, respetively.
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The old omponent \louds" are interpreted as having a typial Mah number ofaround 3 (although these are \louds" in veloity spae, not physial spae). Theyalso �nd that the morphology of the CNM is sheet-like, onsistent with a formationproess driven by large sale shoks.An absorption line survey of the 21m line was also performed by Mohan,Dwarakanath, & Srinivasan (2004), also yielding a veloity dispersion of 7 km s�1.A high veloity omponent with dispersion 21 km s�1 is deteted as well. This highveloity omponent may be driven by shoks from SNE. By measuring absorptionline widths of various ions, Red�eld & Linsky (2004) measure the temperature andturbulent veloity of the loal ISM. They �nd a temperature of 6680 K for the warmomponent, and a turbulent veloity of about 2 km s�1. The turbulene is sub-soni, with a typial Mah number of about 0.2. These are typial examples of theobservations that numerial simulations strive to explain.Contemporary simulations of the ISM ontain some ombination of a few keyingredients: self-gravity, heating due to star formation and/or supernovae, magneti�elds, vertial gravity, sheared rotational ow, and radiative heating/ooling. Wehave ompiled a table of reent ISM simulations, Table 1.1, to summarize whih ofthese physial e�ets were inluded in eah model. The most ommon ingredientleft out of the reipe is self-gravity, as it is diÆult to handle numerially. To thebest of our knowledge no simulation to date has inluded all of these e�ets in asingle model. With density, temperature, length and time-sales varying by ordersof magnitude, simulating the ISM is a omputationally intensive problem, to saythe least.The majority of simulations are loal, in the sense that they model a small partof the galaxy rather than the entire galaxy. Global simulations have a diÆult timeresolving the appropriate length sales (Wada, Spaans, & Kim 2000), and in fat
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even loal simulations struggle in this regard. Some researhers aount for thevertial strati�ation of the galaxy (Korpi et al. 1999; de Avillez & Breitshwerdt2004, 2005), whih in some sense puts them somewhere between what would beonsidered loal and global, as they allow material to be exhanged between thehalo and the dis.Star formation is modeled in many di�erent ways. The most simplisti approahis to simply injet kineti energy into the domain at some appropriate length sale(Gazol, V�azquez-Semadeni & Kim 2005). Sporadi thermal heating due to radiationfrom massive stars is sometimes inluded, though the energy input due to SNE isbelieved to dominate over these soures. In simulations that model SNE, typiallythe energy from a SN is simply injeted into a small number of zones with a radiusof typially a few p. Both lustered and randomly distributed SNE an be modeled(de Avillez & Breitshwerdt 2004), as some stars explode within the environmentfrom whih they form, while others live long enough to esape the stellar nursery.Unfortunately, if self gravity is not inluded, lustered star formation will ourin regions of signi�antly lower density than is realisti. If the disk is strati�ed,the di�ering sale-heights of populations of SNE an be aounted for. The SNErate is typially a parameter, and most authors thus far have used values whih areomparable to or higher than what is onsidered typial for the Milky Way. TheeÆieny at whih energy from SNE is deposited in the ISM is also a parameter, anda subjet of debate. Only reently have authors onsidered SNE rates and eÆienieswhih are lower than what is observed for our galaxy (Dib, Bell & Burkert 2005).Slyz et al. (2005) inlude SNE in their simulations, as well as self-gravity. Massis onverted to stars, whih are then evolved with a partile ode, and these laterexplode in type II SNE. Some of the mass is also returned to the uid portion ofthe ode via. winds from massive stars. However, the ritial density for whih star
6



formation an our is n = 10 m�3, whih is quite low. Furthermore, the energyfrom a SNE event is deposited in a single omputational zone. The relative frationsof energy transferred from the blast wave to radiative, kineti, and magneti energymay not be orret. To date, all simulations of the ISM whih attempt to modelstar formation fall short of orretly inluding SNE with regards to at least one ofthe above mentioned issues.The thermal struture of the atomi ISM was analyzed by Wol�re et al. (1995),and later updated in Wol�re et al. (2003). Results support a two-phase model of theatomi ISM, onsistent with observations. Photo-eletri heating from small grainsand PAHs are the dominant heating soure for atomi gas nearly everywhere in thegalaxy, while ooling is primarily by the CII 158 um �ne struture line in old gasat densities greater than n = 10 m�3. At lower densities and higher temperatures,OI, reombination onto small grains and PAHs, Lyman �, and CI �ne struturelines all ontribute signi�antly to the ooling. The ooling urve adopted for thesimulations presented in this dissertation is a pieewise power-law �t based on thisdata (S�anhez-Saledo, V�azquez-Semadeni, & Gazol 2002). The time for the gasto ool was estimated by Wol�re et al. (2003) to be shorter than the time betweenshoks, therefore unstable gas should evolve into two distint phases.The partiular form of the ooling funtion adopted in simulations varies fromauthor to author. Many make use of Dalgarno & MCray (1972), extended tohigh temperatures when SNE are inluded. Uniform heating (representing di�usestarlight) is not always inluded, so a two-phase medium may or may not develop,even in the absene of turbulene and SNE. The partiular form of the ooling urvean in priniple have a signi�ant e�et on the mass and volume frations observedin simulations, so making diret omparisons of these quantities from one simulationto another an be diÆult.
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Many authors have looked at the relative frations of gas in the warm, old,and unstable phases. Generally the piture that has emerged is that turbulene,regardless of the soure, an drive gas from the stable phases into the unstable phase.Dynamis are just as important as thermodynamis. Higher levels of turbuleneyield higher levels of unstable gas. This is primarily an issue of time-sales, whetherthe gas has enough time to ool before the next turbulent episode of supersonishoks ompress and heat the ISM.Some authors have foused exlusively on the e�ets of TI in their simulations.Detailed TI simulations in one dimension (1D) have been performed by Burkert &Lin (2000); S�anhez-Saledo, V�azquez-Semadeni, & Gazol (2002). TI itself has beenexamined as a potential soure of turbulene in the ISM, driven by heating fromstar formation. Kritsuk & Norman (2002a,b, 2004) perform simulations of whih theprimary ingredient is a two-phase ISM. These authors onentrate on the turbulenewhih is produed as thermally unstable gas ools and separates into stable phases.Shoks propagating through a two-phase ISM may serve to transfer thermal energyto kineti energy if phase transitions are indued (Koyama & Inutsuka 2000, 2002).Simulations of a onverging ow in one dimension (Hennebelle & P�erault 1999,2000) and two dimensions (2D) (Audit & Hennebelle 2005) �nd generally that oldlouds an be formed in this manner, and for their most turbulent runs (Audit &Hennebelle 2005) �nd large amounts of unstable gas. Near old louds, however, atwo-phase medium is still found to be a reasonable desription of the thermal stateof the gas.de Avillez and ollaborators perform loal simulations of the ISM with a vertialextent of typially 10 kp, and a horizontal extent of 1 kp. They onentratetheir e�orts on the e�ets of SNE, with earlier works addressing the formation ofstruture in the ISM (de Avillez 2000; de Avillez & Ma Low 2001a; de Avillez &
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Berry 2001b). These simulations are strati�ed hydrodynamial simulations whihaount for the di�erent types of SNE. They inlude a radiative ooling funtion,but do not inlude heating, so there is not a stable two-phase equilibrium. Theauthors generally �nd that they are able to reprodue himneys, mushrooms, andworms, whih are strutures observed to be present in the ISM of the Milky Wayand other galaxies.With the inlusion of heating, more reent simulations have begun to address theissue of turbulene and the relative frations of the ISM in the stable and unstablephases (de Avillez 2002; de Avillez & Breitshwerdt 2004). Most reently magneti�elds have been inluded (de Avillez & Breitshwerdt 2005). The importane of thedis-halo-dis duty yle is stressed, where hot material is driven out of the plane ofthe galaxy and into the halo by SNE. Eventually the gas ools and rains bak downon the dis, and the bubbles and outows reated in this proess are important inaddressing struture formation.Though these simulations are quite omplex and inlude a number of physialinputs, many questions remain. The majority of these simulations use a SNE ratewhih is equal to or larger than thought to be typial in the ISM. Simulations withstar formation rates at or below those of the galaxy have more diÆulty reproduingobserved turbulent amplitudes (Dib, Bell & Burkert 2005). Many SNE should ourin the moleular omponent of the ISM, but self-gravity of the gas is not inludedin most of these models. SNE then our in di�use rather than dense gas, andthe energy input to the di�use ISM may thus be overestimated. In simulationswhih inlude SNE, signi�antly higher levels of turbulene are found in the warmmedium than in the old omponent (Korpi et al. 1999; de Avillez & Breitshwerdt2004, 2005), whih is not observed to be the ase in the real ISM (Heiles & Troland2003). Furthermore, observationally, turbulene levels are found to be independent
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of whether or not ative star formation is taking plae (Dikey et al. 1990), whihalls into question the idea that SNE are the primary driver of ISM turbulene.The simulations desribed above mainly fous on turbulene driven by star for-mation. The aim of my thesis has been to explore another soure of turbulene,the magnetorotational instability (MRI) (Balbus & Hawley 1991; Hawley & Balbus1991, 1992; Balbus & Hawley 1992; Hawley, Gammie, & Balbus 1995, 1996). TheMRI is a proess whih ours in shearing disk systems, and has traditionally beenstudied in the ontext of aretion disks around protostars and ompat objets(Hawley, Balbus & Stone 2001; Gammie, Shapiro, & MKinney 2004). There aretwo requirements for the MRI to be present: a weak magneti �eld, and dereasingangular veloity outward through the disk. In the Milky Way and other spiral galax-ies, the disk of the ISM satis�es these riteria. The basi mehanism of the MRI isas follows: an outward perturbation of a uid element moves it to a new loationwhere the angular veloity required to maintain rotational equilibrium is less thanwas present at its original loation. It is therefore left behind uid elements thatare unperturbed while these uid elements remain onneted by the magneti �eld.The magneti �eld, however, has a tension fore assoiated with it, and this tensionfore attempts to maintain the original angular veloity of the uid element. Thusthe uid element gains angular momentum, moves outward, and the perturbationontinues to grow. The reverse proess ours for inward perturbations. The MRIwas found, in aretion disks, to produe MHD turbulene that transports angularmomentum outward through the disk so that material an arete on to the entralobjet (Balbus & Hawley 1991). Sellwood & Balbus (1999) suggested the the MRImay similarly be a soure of turbulene in the ISM of galaxies.Magneti �elds are often negleted in simulations of the ISM. Comparisons be-tween simulations with and without magneti �elds whih fous on SNE �nd that
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their role in the dynamis tends to be minor (de Avillez & Breitshwerdt 2005).The MRI has been studied in the ontext of aretion disks (Balbus & Hawley 1991;Hawley & Balbus 1991, 1992; Balbus & Hawley 1992; Hawley, Gammie, & Balbus1995, 1996), but only reently has the role of the MRI begun to be addressed in theontext of the ISM in galaxies. The MRI was studied in strati�ed loal isothermalsimulations with self gravity by Kim, Ostriker, & Stone (2003). They �nd veloitydispersions of 2�4 km s�1, somewhat lower than observed in our Galaxy. They sug-gested that that turbulent amplitudes may inrease in a medium with large densityontrasts between the loud and interloud medium, as is expeted in a two-phasemedium. Investigating this question has been one of my researh goals, and is afous of this thesis.In this dissertation we attempt to answer a number of questions: How do turbu-lent amplitudes driven by the MRI di�er from a single phase medium to a two-phasemedium? How do growth rates of the MRI hange in a two-phase medium? Howdoes turbulene driven by the MRI a�et the phase struture of the ISM? How doesthe MRI-driven turbulene a�et the vertial struture of disks? We have addressedthese questions by performing numerial simulations using the ZEUS MHD ode.Our simulations are loal, aount for the shear of the galati rotation urve, andinlude magneti �elds, satisfying the requirements for the MRI to be present. Ourversion of ZEUS has been modi�ed to inlude ooling by optially thin radiation(due primarily to PAHs), as well as uniform heating (due to UV starlight). We alsoinlude ondution so that we an resolve the appropriate length sales of thermalinstability, without whih TI is most unstable at the grid sale.With a few exeptions, our models are the only ones to inlude galati shearand magneti �elds, whih are the essential ingredients for the MRI, ombined witha two-phase ooling funtion. Ma Low, Avillez, & Korpi (2004) performed a low
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resolution, vertially strati�ed two-phase model of the ISM, with rotation and MHD(essentially the same simulation presented in Chapter 4 of this thesis) . However,the desription and analysis was limited to two paragraphs in a onferene pro-eedings. Korpi et al. (1999) inlude MHD, rotation, SNE, vertial gravity, oolingand heating, but make no mention of the MRI. Global simulations of the MRI inthe galati disk were performed by Dziourkevith , Elstner, & R�udiger (2004), butheating and ooling were not inluded.In Chapter 2 (published as Piontek & Ostriker (2004)) we begin to explore theinterplay between turbulene driven by the MRI and a two-phase medium with 2Dnumerial simulations. These simulations begin with gas that is initially thermallyunstable at a density and pressure whih is thought to be typial of the ISM. The gasquikly separates into a two-phase medium as the time-sale for TI is muh shorterthan the MRI. Initially turbulene levels are quite low as the MRI develops fromsmall amplitude perturbations over the �rst few orbits. Late in the simulation theperturbed veloity reahes a modest level of around 1:5 km s�1. With 2D simulationssaturated-state turbulene is not possible, however. Instead, the hannel solutionbeomes very strong. In three dimensions (3D) the hannel solution breaks up fromnon-axisymmetri perturbations, and saturated-state turbulene an develop.Thus in Chapter 3 we extend the simulations of the previous work to 3D inwhih we an study the saturated state of the MRI. This work was published asPiontek and Ostriker (2005). In these simulations the box size is double that of the2D simulations, and the initial vertial magneti �eld strength has been inreased,loser to a realisti value. Turbulene levels an reah approximately as high as8 km s�1 in all three phases. The ISM is still essentially a two-phase medium withlittle gas in the unstable regime at this level of turbulene.In Chapter 4 we inlude the e�ets of strati�ation of the disk in our model. It
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has been suggested that strati�ation may lead to di�ering turbulene levels anddistributions ompared to what was found in our non-strati�ed models. With thesemodels, the mean density is no longer a presribed value, but is determined self-onsistently by vertial redistribution of gas.Chapter 5 summarizes the results from this dissertation and highlights the main�ndings of this work. We also look ahead to future prospets for the study of theMRI in the ISM.
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Table 1.1. Physial E�ets Inluded in Simulations
Referene F V G S M C H Commentsde Avillez (2000) L X X X Formation of thin and thik dis, somevolume �lling fators are omputed, butdoes not have two stable phasesde Avillez & MaLow (2001a) L X X X Formation of mushroom shaped stru-tures driven by SNEde Avillez & Berry(2001b) L X X X Formation of worms and himneysde Avillez (2002) L X X X X Heating is now inluded with two sta-ble phases. Primarily looks at mixingthrough a traer �eld. SNE rates arehigh. Temperature and density PDFsare presented. No old gas present be-ause of high SNE rate.de Avillez & Bre-itshwerdt (2004) L X X X X Now really starting to look at the dif-ferent phases. They stress the disk-haloduty yle, whih e�ets the �lling fa-torsde Avillez & Bre-itshwerdt (2005) L X X X X X Magneti �elds are now inluded. Halfof the gas is unstable. Cool gas isformed by the interation of shok om-pressed layers. The �eld delays trans-port of hot gas into the halo, but doesnot prevent it.Ma Low, Avillez,& Korpi (2004) L X X X X Essentially this is the same strati�edmodel that we are running now, withbeta=1000, and H=250 p. Very fewdetails and results. They do say thatthe MRI may maintain veloity disper-sions outside of star forming regions.Ma Low et al.(2005) L X X Conentrates on the pressure distribu-tion in the ISM, large variation, andlarge amount of gas out of thermal equi-librium. Their ooling funtion is nottwo-phase, but nevertheless they saythat a multi-phase medium is not pro-dued (as one might expet).Balsara et al.(2004) L X X X No old gas. Conentrates on the de-velopment of the magneti �eld. HighSNE rates, starting with 8 times thegalati rate. Magneti �elds are am-pli�ed quikly.
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Table 1.1 (ont'd)
Referene F V G S M C H CommentsKorpi et al. (1999) L X X X X X No old phase, but they do have shear,so they should have the MRI. Gala-ti SNE rate. They �nd two dis-tint phases, warm and hot. Seemsto be rough pressure equilibrium, twodistint temperature phases, but den-sity does not show two phases. Vol-ume �lling fators are inluded. Tur-bulent veloities in the old are about3 km s�1and 10 km s�1in warm.The warm sale height it 200 p, oldis less than 100 p. No mention ofthe MRI. V�azquez-Semadeni, Gazol, &Salo (2000) says there is no heating, soin reality there is no TI, and no thermalequilibrium.Slyz et al. (2005) L X X X No thermal instability. The most in-teresting thing is that they self onsis-tently model star formation, so that gasatually turns into stars, whih is fol-lowed with a partile ode. Some of thePDFs are two phase and look quite a bitlike ours, but this is apparently someombination of SNE/ooling. Feedbakwas a soure of high density gas andthus enouraged star formation.Dziourkevith , El-stner, & R�udiger(2004) G X X Global models of the MRI. Isothermalequation of state. Lower turbulent ve-loities are found at the midplane. Tur-bulent veloities of around 5 km s�1areobserved.Kritsuk & Norman(2002a) L X X Basially just deaying turbulene look-ing at the formation of a two phasemedium. They have TI and a stabletwo phase equilibrium. The unstablephase is 11 to 25 perent (not sure ifthis is mass or volume).Kritsuk & Norman(2002b) L X X Same as above but now they havetime dependent heating whih movesgas into and out of di�erent phases.Mass weighted Mah number, for allphases, is subsoni, and looks ompa-rable to our pure TI runs. Some quotesof mass/volume frations.
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Table 1.1 (ont'd)
Referene F V G S M C H CommentsKritsuk & Norman(2004) L X X Again, similar to the above. Just TI.Mostly looks at the turbulent powerspetrum as the gas ools. Box size isonly 5 p.Koyama & Inut-suka (2000) L X X 1D TI in a propagating shok. Wol�reet al. (1995) ooling funtion. TI pro-dues a thin dense layer in the shok,whih they think will form small mole-ular louds.Koyama & Inut-suka (2002) L X X 2D Shok propagating through theISM, with a two phase ooling fun-tion. They argue that the shok anause material to beome thermally un-stable, at whih point some fration ofthe energy is onverted to kineti en-ergy whih is not easily lost.Wada & Norman(1999) G X X X Two phase model, 2D, global. Al-though the say they form a multiphaseISM, they say that this is an inadequatedesription. Typial veloity dispersionis 15-20 km s�1.Wada, Spaans, &Kim (2000) G X X X X 2D, onentrate on SNE e�ets. Alsothey run models without SNE. Star for-mation is followed with test partiles.Some talk about formation of HI holes,whih are diÆult to form with SNE.No omments on phase struture.Wada & Norman(2001a) G X X X X Very similar to the above. Star for-mation to the 1999 paper. They saythe density PDF is \one-point lognor-mal" but if you look at the �gure youould argue that it's two-phase wheremost of the mass is. They say that thelarge HI avities are not always ausedby SNE, but are a natural feature ofself gravitating radiative diss. Dis isfar from pressure equilibrium, very dy-nami. SNE is self onsistent, and theatual rate varies quite a bit.
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Table 1.1 (ont'd)
Referene F V G S M C H CommentsWada (2001b) L X X X X X Simulating the inner 100 p of thegalaxy. 3D now, but the box is only 32zones/16 p tall. Same results as aboveonerning the density PDF. Tempera-ture distribution looks to be two phase.They argue that there is a large frationof of gas at intermediate temperatures,whih an't be understood in terms ofmulti-phase gas in pressure equilibrium.Wada & Koda(2001) L/G X X X 2D, inner 1 kp rotating spiral poten-tial. smooth spiral struture that formsin isothermal models does not formwith ooling and gravitational instabil-ity. Some observational impliationsthat you don't normally see in numeri-al papers.Wada, Meurer, &Norman (2002) G X X X Same numeris as the 1999 paper, butnow at higher resolution. Lots of energyspetrum analysis. 2D. energy inputsfrom galati rotation and self-gravitydrive turbulene and are sustaining.Chiang & Bregman(1988) L X X Heating due to star formation, but notloalized heating due to SNE. Two uidsimulation, whih is apparently unsta-ble. Looks like TI to me, but I don'tthink they have a two phase oolingfuntion.Rosen & Bregman(1995) L X X X X No two phase medium. They have starformation, but it's not quite lear whatthat means. Rework of 1988 paperabove. 2D but they do both X-Y andX-Z runs. They �nd �laments of neu-tral gas, with regions of hot gas �llingthe voids between them.Audit & Hennebelle(2005) L X X Basially just a two phase onvergingow, similar to Koyama & Inutsuka(2002). Good ooling funtion, though,based on Wol�re et al. (1995). They�nd a large fration of the gas in the un-stable regime for very turbulent ows,but even in this ase the presene of atwo phase medium is still seen, espe-ially near old louds.
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Table 1.1 (ont'd)
Referene F V G S M C H CommentsHennebelle &P�erault (1999) L X X 1D onverging ow with TI, stressingthat these kinds of ows an form oldlouds and struture.Hennebelle &P�erault (2000) L X X X Same as above, but with MHD. Witha weak �eld the ow aligns the �eld.With stronger �elds the ow and �eldmust be aligned within 20-40 degrees ofeah other. Otherwise things are prettymuh the same.V�azquez-Semadeni,Gazol, & Salo(2000) L X X X X 2D TI, with foring. Cooling funtionis a �t do Dalgarno & MCray (1972),and they atually show it in the paper.Looks like it is signi�antly di�erentthan ours, and ould signi�antly a�etthe results. The PDFs sometimes showtwo-phase struture. Some simulationsinlude foring. In some ases the TI isonly found to be of seond order impor-tane ompared to the magneti �eld,the oriolis fore, stellar energy inje-tion, and self gravity. Their TI runslook like ours, 'honeyomb' they all it.In Gazol et al. (2001) they say the sig-nature of TI is erased.Gazol et al. (2001) L X X X X Also says they have rotation, but but nomention of MRI, possibly beause it'sin-plane, 2D, 1000 kp, loalized heat-ing due to SF, but not SNE. They �nd50% of gas in the unstable regime. Fewdetails and results. The main di�erenebetween this and V�azquez-Semadeni,Gazol, & Salo (2000) is a more realis-ti ooling funtion (same as ours), andhigher resolution.S�anhez-Saledo,V�azquez-Semadeni,& Gazol (2002) L X X Basially just TI in 1D with some for-ing and various initial onditions. Thisis the paper we took the our oolingurve from. For some levels of foringlouds do not ondense.Burkert & Lin(2000) L X X Detailed TI paper.
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Table 1.1 (ont'd)
Referene F V G S M C H CommentsDib, Bell & Burkert(2005) L X X X They use the Dalgarno & MCray(1972) ooling funtion, augmented bySutherland and Dopita. Only SNE areinluded. They look at a nie range ofSNE rates and eÆienies. At low val-ues they �nd the veloity dispersion isaround 3 km s�1for HI, at less thanhalf the galati value (not sure of theeÆieny here). For low rates they saythe veloity dispersion falls short by afator 2-3, suggesting that other pro-esses may be need to maintain turbu-lene.Gazol, V�azquez-Semadeni & Kim(2005) L X X They have turbulent foring. Sameooling funtion as ours. 2D. Thisis pretty similar to S�anhez-Saledo,V�azquez-Semadeni, & Gazol (2002),but 2D. They onentrate on the pres-sure distribution, whih gets wider asthe Mah number of the foring is in-reased. The fration of unstable gasinreases as well.

Note. | F - Loal (L) or Global (G), V - Vertial Gravity, G - Self Gravity, S - Supernovae, M -Magneti Fields, C - Cooling, H - Heating
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Chapter 2
Thermal and Magnetorotational

Instability in the ISM:
Two-Dimensional Numerial

Simulations
AbstratThe struture and dynamis of di�use gas in the Milky Way and other disk galax-ies may be strongly inuened by thermal and magnetorotational instabilities (TIand MRI) on sales � 1 � 100 p. We initiate a study of these proesses, usingtwo-dimensional numerial hydrodynami and magnetohydrodynami (MHD) sim-ulations with onditions appropriate for the atomi interstellar medium (ISM). Oursimulations inorporate thermal ondution, and adopt loal \shearing-periodi"equations of motion and boundary onditions to study dynamis of a (100 p)2radial-vertial setion of the disk. We demonstrate, onsistent with previous work,that nonlinear development of \pure TI" produes a network of �laments that on-
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dense into old louds at their intersetions, yielding a distint two-phase warm/oldmedium within � 20 Myr. TI-driven turbulent motions of the louds and warm in-terloud medium are present, but saturate at quite subsoni amplitudes for uniforminitial P=k = 2000 K m�3. MRI has previously been studied in near-uniform media;our simulations inlude both TI+MRI models, whih begin from uniform-densityonditions, and loud+MRI models, whih begin with a two-phase loudy medium.Both the TI+MRI and loud+MRI models show that MRI develops within a fewgalati orbital times, just as for a uniform medium. The mean separation betweenlouds an a�et whih MRI mode dominates the evolution. Provided interloudseparations do not exeed half the MRI wavelength, we �nd the MRI growth ratesare similar to those for the orresponding uniform medium. This opens the possi-bility, if low loud volume �lling fators inrease MRI dissipation times omparedto those in a uniform medium, that MRI-driven motions in the ISM ould reahamplitudes omparable to observed HI turbulent linewidths.
2.1 Introdution
The Galati interstellar medium (ISM) is haraterized by omplex spatial distri-butions of density, temperature, and magneti �elds, as well as a turbulent veloity�eld that animates the whole system. The relative proportions of ISM gas in dif-ferent thermal/ionization phases, and their respetive dynamial states, may reetmany ontributing physial proesses of varying importane throughout the MilkyWay (or external galaxies). Even onsidering just the Galaxy's atomi gas om-ponent, observable in HI emission and absorption, a wide variety of temperaturesand pervasive high-amplitude turbulene is inferred (Heiles & Troland 2003), and anumber of di�erent physial proesses may ollude or ompete in establishing these
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onditions.In the traditional piture of the ISM, turbulene in atomi gas is primarily at-tributed to the lingering e�ets of supernova blast waves that sweep through theISM (Cox & Smith 1974; MKee & Ostriker 1977; Spitzer 1978). Densities and tem-peratures of atomi gas are expeted to lie preferentially near either the warm orold stable thermal equilibria available given heating primarily by the photoeletrie�et on small grains (Wol�re et al. 1995, 2003). Thermal instability (TI) is believedto play an important role in maintaining gas near the stable equilibria (Field 1965).Certain potential diÆulties with this piture motivate an e�ort to explore e�etsnot emphasized in the traditional model. In partiular, beause energeti stellar in-puts are intermittent in spae and time, while turbulene is diretly or indiretlyinferred to pervade the whole atomi ISM, it is valuable to assess alternative spa-tially/temporally distributed turbulent driving mehanisms. Candidate mehanismsreently proposed for driving turbulene inlude both TI (Koyama & Inutsuka 2002;Kritsuk & Norman 2002a,b) and the magnetorotational instability (MRI) (Sellwood& Balbus 1999; Kim, Ostriker, & Stone 2003). In addition to unertainties aboutthe soure of turbulene in HI gas, other puzzles surrounding HI temperatures (e.g.Kalbera, Shwarz, & Goss (1985); Vershur & Magnani (1994); Spitzer & Fitzpatrik(1995); Fitzpatrik & Spitzer (1997)) have grown more pressing with reent observa-tions (Heiles 2001; Heiles & Troland 2003). Namely, the Heiles and Troland obser-vations suggest that signi�ant HI gas ( >� 48%) ould be in the thermally-unstabletemperature regime between 500-5000 K. Using observational evidene from varioustraers, Jenkins (2004) has also reently argued that very large pressures and otherlarge departures from dynamial and thermal equilibrium are ommon in the ISM,and indiate rapid hanges likely driven by turbulene. To assess and interpret thisevidene theoretially, it is neessary to understand the nonlinear development of
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TI, the e�ets of independent dynamial ISM proesses on TI, and the ability ingeneral of magnetohydrodynami (MHD) turbulene to heat and ool ISM gas viashoks, ompressions, and rarefations.In reent years, diret numerial simulation has beome an inreasingly impor-tant tool in theoretial investigation of the ISM's struture and dynamis, and hasplayed a key role in promoting the inreasingly popular notion of the ISM as a\phase ontinuum". In MHD (or hydrodynami) simulations, the evolution of gasin the omputational domain is formalized in terms of time-dependent ow equationswith appropriate soure terms to desribe externally-imposed e�ets. Fully realis-ti omputational ISM models will ultimately require numerial simulations witha omprehensive array of physis inputs. Reent work towards this goal that ad-dress turbulent driving and temperature/density probability distribution funtions(PDFs) inlude the three-dimensional (3D) simulations of Korpi et al. (1999), deAvillez (2000), Wada (2001b), and Ma Low et al. (2005); and the two-dimensional(2D) simulations of Rosen & Bregman (1995), Wada, Spaans, & Kim (2000), Wada& Norman (2001a), and Gazol et al. (2001). Among other physis inputs, all of thesesimulations inlude modeled e�ets of star formation, with either supernova-like orstellar-like loalized heating events that lead to expanding ows. For some of thesemodels, the ooling funtions also permit TI in ertain density regimes.Sine many of the individual proesses a�eting the ISM's struture and dynam-is are not well understood, in addition to omprehensive physial modeling, it isalso valuable to perform numerial simulations that fous more narrowly on a singleproess, or on a few proesses that potentially may interat strongly. This ontrolledapproah an yield signi�ant insight into the relative importane of multiple e�etsin omplex systems suh as the ISM. Using models that omit supernova and stel-lar energy inputs, it is possible to sort out, for example, whether the appearane
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of phase ontinua in density/temperature PDFs requires loalized thermal energyinputs, or an develop simply from the disruption of TI by moderate-amplitudeturbulene suh as that driven by MRI.Reent simulations that have foused on the nonlinear development of TI un-der ISM onditions inlude Hennebelle & P�erault (1999), Burkert & Lin (2000),V�azquez-Semadeni, Gazol, & Salo (2000), S�anhez-Saledo, V�azquez-Semadeni, &Gazol (2002), Kritsuk & Norman (2002a,b), V�azquez-Semadeni et al. (2003). Pre-vious simulations of MRI in 2D and 3D have foused primarily on the situationin whih the density is relatively uniform, for appliation to aretion disks (e.g.Hawley & Balbus (1992), Hawley, Gammie, & Balbus (1995), Stone et al. (1996)).In reent work, Kim, Ostriker, & Stone (2003) began study of MRI in the galationtext using isothermal simulations, fousing on dense loud formation due to theation of self-gravity on turbulently-ompressed regions.In this work, we initiate a omputational study aimed at understanding howdensity, temperature, veloity, and magneti �eld distributions would develop inthe di�use ISM in the absene of loalized stellar energy input. Of partiular inter-est is the interation between TI and MRI. TI tends to produe a loudy medium,and this loudy medium may a�et both the growth rate of MRI and its dissipa-tion rate, and hene the saturated-state turbulent amplitude that is determined bybalaning these rates. On the other hand, the turbulene produed by MRI maysuppress and/or enhane TI by disrupting and/or initiating the growth of dense on-densations. Evaluation of quasi-steady-state properties suh as the mean turbulentveloity amplitude and the distribution of temperatures will await 3D simulations.In the present work, whih employs 2D simulations, we fous on evaluation of ourode's performane for studies of thermally bistable media, and on analysis of non-linear development in models of pure TI, TI together with MRI, and MRI in a
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medium of pre-existing louds.In x2, we desribe our numerial methods and ode tests. In x3, we presentresults from simulations of thermally unstable gas without magneti �elds, and inx4 we present results of models in whih magneti �elds and sheared rotation havebeen added so that MRI ours. Finally, in x5, we summarize our results, disusstheir impliations, and make omparisons to previous work.
2.2 Numerial Methods
2.2.1 Model Equations and Computational Algorithms
We integrate the time-dependent equations of magnetohydrodynamis using a ver-sion of the ZEUS-2D ode (Stone & Norman 1992a,b). ZEUS uses a time-expliit,operator-split, �nite di�erene method for solving the MHD equations on a stag-gered mesh, apturing shoks via an arti�ial visosity. Veloities and magneti �eldvetors are fae-entered, while energy and mass density are volume-entered. ZEUSemploys the CT and MOC algorithms (Evans & Hawley 1988; Hawley & Stone 1995)to maintain r �B = 0 and ensure aurate propagation of Alfv�en waves.For the present study, we have implemented volumetri heating and oolingterms, and a thermal ondution term. We also model the di�erential rotation of thebakground ow and the variation of the stellar/dark matter gravitational potentialin the loal limit with x � R � R0 � R0, where R0 is the galatoentri radius ofthe enter of our omputational domain. The equations we solve are therefore:

���t +r � (�v) = 0 (2.1)
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�v�t + v �rv = �rP� + 14��(r�B)�B+ 2q
2xx̂� 2
� v (2.2)
�E�t + v �rE = �(E + P )r � v � �L+r � (KrT ) (2.3)

�B�t =r�(v �B) (2.4)All symbols have their usual meanings. The net ooling per unit mass is givenby L = ��(�; T )��. We adopt the simple atomi ISM heating and ooling presrip-tions of S�anhez-Saledo, V�azquez-Semadeni, & Gazol (2002), in whih the oolingfuntion, �(�; T ), is a pieewise power-law �t to the detailed models of Wol�re et al.(1995). The heating rate, �, is taken to be onstant at 0.015 erg s�1g�1. In the tidalpotential term of equation (2.2), q � �d ln
=d lnR is the loal dimensionless shearparameter, equal to unity for a at rotation urve in whih the angular veloity
 / R�1.The present set of simulations is 2D, with the omputational domain representinga square setor in the radial-vertial (x�z) plane. In the loal frame, the azimuthaldiretion �̂ beomes the ŷ oordinate axis; y-veloities and magneti �eld ompo-nents are present in our models, but ��y = 0 for all variables. To redue di�usion fromadvetion in the presene of bakground shear, we apply the veloity deompositionmethod of Kim & Ostriker (2001). We employ periodi boundary onditions in theẑ-diretion, and shearing-periodi boundary onditions in the x̂-diretion (Hawley& Balbus 1992; Hawley, Gammie, & Balbus 1995). This framework allows us to in-orporate realisti galati shear, while avoiding numerial artifats assoiated withsimpler boundary onditions.Beause ooling times an be very short, the energy equation update from thenet ooling terms is solved impliitly using Newton-Raphson iteration. At the start
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of eah iteration the time step is initially omputed from the CFL ondition usingthe sound speed, Alfv�en speed, and ondution parameter. This is followed bya all to the ooling subroutine. The hange in temperature within eah zone islimited to ten perent of its initial value. If this requirement is not met for all ellsin the grid, the time step is redued by a fator of two, and the impliit energyupdate is realulated. Tests with our ooling funtion show that this time steprestrition ould in priniple beome quite prohibitive if zones were far from thermalequilibrium. In pratie, though, for our model simulations this is typially not thease, and the time step is redued one or twie at most.The update from the ondution operator is solved expliitly, using a simple �vepoint stenil for the spatial seond derivative of temperature (f. Press et al. (1992)equation 19.2.4). In two dimensions the CFL ondition is �t < (�x)2[nk=( �1)℄=(4K). As (Koyama & Inutsuka 2003) have reently pointed out, the importaneof inorporating ondution in simulations whih ontain thermally unstable gas hasbeen oasionally overlooked in past work. Without ondution, the growth ratesfor thermal instability are largest at the smallest sales, and unresolved growth atthe grid sale may our.1 The inlusion of ondution, however, has a stabilizinge�et on TI at small sales, and the ondution parameter an be adjusted to allowspatial resolution of TI on the omputational grid. Here, we treat K as a parameterthat may be freely spei�ed for numerial eÆay; we disuss the physial level ofondution in the ISM below.1Similar numerial diÆulties arise if the Jeans sale is not resolved in simulations of self-gravitating louds (Truelove et al. 1997).
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2.2.2 Code Tests
The ZEUS MHD ode has undergone extensive numerial testing and has been usedin a wide variety of astrophysial investigations. In addition, we have tested theode without ooling and ondution and have found it an aurately reproduethe linear growth rates of the MRI for an adiabati medium (see also (Hawley &Balbus 1992)). To test our implementation of the heating, ooling, and ondutionterms, we performed 1D simulations to ompare with the linear growth rates of thethermal instability (Field 1965). The models were initialized with eigenmodes ofthe instability, and three levels of ondution were hosen: K 2 (7:48� 106; 7:48�107; 7:48 � 108) erg m�1 K�1 s�1. For these tests, the grid was 128 zones and thebox size L = 100 p. The initial density and pressure were set to n = 0:79 m�3 andP=k = 2000 m�3 K, implying orresponding uto�s for thermal instability (\FieldLength"), �F 2 f2:7; 8:4; 27g p for our adopted ooling funtion (see x3.1) 2. InFigure 2.2 we plot the growth rates from the simulations on top of the analytiurves. The numerial growth rates are obtained by measuring the logarithmirate of hange of the maximum density. The agreement between the analyti andnumerial growth rates is quite good. This test on�rms that the newly addedooling and ondution subroutines are working orretly, and is ritial in assessingthe performane of the ode as applied to multi-phase ISM simulations. Note thatat small sales TI is essentially isobari, so that this test demonstrates the ability ofthe ode to maintain near-uniform pressure via hydrodynami ow to ompensatefor hanges in temperature driven by the ooling term (see eq. 3).By omparison with simulations in whih we set K = 0, tests with non-zeroK also on�rm that ondution provides a needed numerial stabilization. When2The Field length is �F = 2� h �2�KT �1� �ln��lnT �i�1=2 when � = funtion of T .
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ondution is omitted, growth rates for TI will always be greatest at the largestavailable wavenumbers. Our 2D tests with K = 0 have on�rmed this is indeedthe ase: simulations in whih TI is seeded from random perturbations form highdensity louds whih are the size of a single grid zone. Further 2D tests show thatprovided �F is resolved by at least 8 zones, this grid-sale growth is suppressed.For the models we shall present, the ondution parameter and grid resolution werehosen suh that we an adequately resolve all modes for whih TI is unstable.Beause we are modeling a medium ontaining very large density ontrasts, it isdesirable to assess the evolution of ontat disontinuities between the high and lowdensity regions, representing old and warm phases in pressure equilibrium. Thedi�usive smearing of ontat disontinuities is an inherent limitation of all �nitedi�erene odes, but the numerial problem an be magni�ed with the inlusionof a thermally bistable net ooling funtion. As these ontat disontinuities areadveted through the grid, upstream and downstream zones adjaent to the dison-tinuity are set to intermediate densities whih may be thermally unstable. Thermallyunstable gas adjoining the initial ontat rapidly heats or ools to reah a pressuredi�erent from the initial equilibrium, and this an potentially introdue additionaldynamis to the problem.To explore this numerial issue for the problem at hand, we have performed 1Dadvetion tests of relaxed pro�les of high density louds in a low density ambientmedium. The resolution is 512 zones for all runs. We de�ne n � �F=Æx, i.e. thenumber of zones in a Field length at the mean density, giving a measure of theresolution at sales for whih ondution is important. We vary K so that n variesfrom 8 to 32 in powers of 2. The initial onditions onsist of a top-hat funtionof high and low density set to be in approximate pressure equilibrium. The exatequilibrium state is the solution of �L = r � (KrT ) from equation (2.3), and is
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di�erent for eah value of K. Initial osillations in pressure, veloity, and densitygradually deay, and we onsider the pro�le to be relaxed when these osillationsreah approximately one perent of their value early in the simulation. After arelaxed \loud" pro�le is ahieved the veloity of all ells is set to a onstant valueomparable to the sound speed, and the \loud" is adveted through the grid twie.Pro�les at the end of these runs are ompared to the initial relaxed equilibriumpro�le in Figure 2.1. Notie that as n inreases so does the number of zones overwhih the ontat disontinuity is spread; the results learly show that the pro�le ispreserved more faithfully as n inreases from 8 to 32. For omparison we also showresults from the original ZEUS-2D ode, without ondution and ooling.It is lear that running higher levels of ondution at a given resolution has theadvantage of smearing ontat disontinuities over an inreasing number of zones,thus improving the performane of the ode in the advetion tests. However, in-reasing K has the disadvantage of inhibiting thermal instability at larger and largerspatial sales, suh that only very large sale strutures an develop from thermalinstability. As we are interested in how wavelengths of growing MRI modes in aloudy medium may be a�eted by the distanes between ondensations, it is un-desirable to limit the available dynami range for this exploration. For n = 32 ata resolution of 256 zones, �F is 12.5p, and the maximum TI growth rate ours at29 p, about one third of our box. A seond disadvantage of inreasing K is thatondution quikly begins to set the time step for the simulations. So, we make thepratial hoie of setting n = 8. At resolution of 2562, and a box size of 100 p, wethen set K = 1:03�107 erg m�1 K�1 s�1, to yield �F = 3:125 p. This ompromisehoie allows us to resolve TI developing from the initial onditions, to maintain ad-vetion pro�les within � 20%, and to have adequate numbers and resolution of theondensations that form to represent a loudy medium in a meaningful way.
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Figure 2.1: Advetion test results (rosses) ompared with the initial pro�le (solidline) of a 1D loud. In Panel A we show results from the original ZEUS-2D ode,without ooling and ondution. In Panels B, C, and D we set the ondutionparameter so that n = 8, 16, and 32, respetively. Advetion test results improveas n inreases.
The true thermal ondution level in the ISM is not well known observationally,and must be a�eted by the frational ionization (sine eletrons are highly mobilewhen present) and magneti �eld geometry. A minimum level of ondution for theatomi ISM is that of neutral hydrogen gas, K = 2:5 � 103 T 1=2 erg m�1 K�1 s�1(Parker 1953). At 2000 K, K = 1:1 � 105 erg m�1 K�1 s�1, about a fator of onehundred smaller than our value, suh that �F would be redued by a fator � 10.The use of a smaller ondution parameter would not, however, signi�antly alterour main results. The most unstable wavelength for TI (see Figure 2.2) would besigni�antly smaller, 3 p ompared to 12 p for our adopted K { whih would redue
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Figure 2.2: Theoretial thermal instability growth rates (Field 1965) for varyinglevels of ondution K = 7:48 � 106; 107; 108 (urves as indiated), overlayedwith measured growth rates (points) from test simulations. For referene weinlude the theoretial urves for K = 0 and for our hosen value of K = 1:03 �107 erg m�1 K�1 s�1, as well as using an estimate of the physial ondution inthe ISM at 2000K, K = 1:12 � 105 erg m�1 K�1 s�1. The asymptoti growthrate at small sales is (2 Myr)�1 for the adopted parameters.
the size sale of the louds in the initial ondensation phase. However, the growthrate of TI for the most unstable wavelength would inrease by only 15% omparedto our models. The evolution towards more massive louds via agglomeration wouldproeed similarly to the results we have found. In addition, the overall tendeny tomaintain a two-phase medium after TI has developed, as well as the harateristiswe identify for MRI growth in a loudy medium, would not be a�eted by the initialsizes of louds that form.
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2.3 Thermal Instability Simulations
2.3.1 Physial Priniples and Timesales
Various heating and ooling proesses in the ISM de�ne a thermal equilibriumpressure-density urve on whih energy is radiated at the same rate it is absorbed.Perturbations from the equilibrium urve will either be stable or unstable depend-ing on its loal shape (Field, Goldsmith, & Habing 1969). Our adopted equilibriumurve (V�azquez-Semadeni, Gazol, & Salo 2000) is shown in Figure 2.3 (togetherwith ontours of temperature orresponding to transitions in the ooling funtion,and with satter plots from our �rst simulation). Gas in the region above the urvehas net ooling (L > 0), and gas below the urve net heating (L < 0). When gas onthe equilibrium urve in the warm phase (phase \F", at T > 6102 K) is perturbedto higher (lower) temperatures, there is net ooling (heating) and the gas returnsto equilibrium. The same situation applies to gas in the old phase (phase \H",at T < 141 K). At intermediate temperatures (phase \G", 313 K < T < 6102 K),however, perturbations from equilibrium to higher (lower) temperatures results innet heating (ooling), and the gas ontinues heating (ooling) until it reahes equi-librium in Phase F (H). This is the physial basis for TI, whih was �rst analyzedomprehensively by Field (1965).Thermal instability has long been believed to play an important role in stru-turing the ISM beause at typial volume-averaged atomi densities estimated forthe ISM (e.g. nHI = 0:57 from Dikey & Lokman (1990)) gas in thermal equilib-rium would lie on the unstable portion of the urve. Thus, muh of the mass ofthe ISM in the Milky Way and similar galaxies is believed to be in old louds ora warm interloud medium, the two stable neutral atomi phases (e.g. Wol�re et
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Figure 2.3: Density evolution in the TI simulation. Left: snapshots of log(n) atrepresentative times as noted. Right: satter plots of n and P=k from the simu-lation, together with the equilibrium ooling urve and the labeled temperatureontours that demark the transitions between the F, G, and H phases.
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al. (2003)). Reent theoretial work has emphasized that dynamial proesses maydrive gas away from these two stable phases, potentially explaining observationally-inferred temperatures that depart from equilibrium expetations; we shall disussthese issues in x 2.5. It is, nevertheless, of signi�ant interest to study in detail howTI develops nonlinearly to establish a two-phase loudy medium in the absene ofother potential e�ets suh as loalized heating, impats from large-sale shoks,or stresses assoiated with MHD turbulene. Results of these arefully-ontrolled\pure TI" simulations are valuable for haraterizing the timesale to develop a two-phase medium as well as its strutural and kineti properties. \Pure TI" models alsorepresent a baseline for omparison of models inorporating more omplex physis.One the partiular form of the ooling urve has been hosen, the developmentof TI is primarily a funtion of four parameters: the ooling time, tool, the heatingtime, theat, the sound rossing time, tsound, and the ondution length sale, �F .The ooling time depends on the spei� ooling funtion; for the ooling urve weadopt (S�anhez-Saledo, V�azquez-Semadeni, & Gazol 2002), in varying temperatureregimes we have
tool = E�2� =

8>>>>>>><>>>>>>>:
1:2� 104 yr (P=k)=2000(n=20)2(T=100 K)2:12 10 K < T < 141 K1:5� 104 yr (P=k)=2000(n=10)2(T=200 K)1:00 141 K < T < 313 K3:7� 105 yr (P=k)=2000(n=1)2(T=2000 K)0:56 313 K < T < 6102 K1:1� 106 yr (P=k)=2000(n=0:25)2(T=8000 K)3:67 6102 K < T < 105 K

(2.5)
The heating time,

theat = E�� = 4:1� 105 yr(P=k)=2000(n=1) (2.6)
for � = 0:015 erg s�1g�1. We an also de�ne an e�etive ooling/heating time astool;eff = jt�1ool� t�1heatj�1; at thermal equilibria, tool;eff beomes in�nite. The sound
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Figure 2.4: Comparison of tool;eff and tsound as a funtion of less than the e�etiveooling time, so that gas an evolve at approximately onstant pressure. Forhigher densities, tool;eff is typially an order of magnitude shorter than tsound,and the gas tends to ool towards the equilibrium urve. The peaks where tool;effapproahes in�nity represent the equilibrium densities (n= 0.29 m�3, 0.78 m�3,32 m�3) at whih heating and ooling rates are equal for P=k = 2000.
rossing time over distane ` is

tsound = ̀s = 1:1� 106 yr `=5 p(T=2000 K)1=2 (2.7)
In Figure 2.4, we plot tool;eff , and tsound for ` = 5p as a funtion of density forP=k = 2000 K m�3. For a range of densities 0:1 m�3 < n < 1 m�3, the soundrossing time is signi�antly shorter than the e�etive ooling time; otherwise tsoundis typially more than an order of magnitude longer than tool;eff .To simulate thermal instability under onditions representative of the generaldi�use ISM, we adopt an initial density of n = 1 m�3 and set the initial pressureto P=k = 2000 K m�3; all veloities are initially set to zero. Random pressureperturbations with an amplitude less than 0.1% are added to seed the TI . The gasis initially in a weakly ooling state, sine the equilibrium pressure orresponding
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to n = 1 m�3 is P=k = 1660 K m�3. The simulation proeeds for 470 Myr,orresponding to two galatoentri orbits at the solar irle.
2.3.2 Strutural Evolution
The initial development of TI proeeds quikly. In Figure 2.3 we show four snapshotsat di�erent times of the density distribution alongside satter plots of pressure versusdensity overlayed on the equilibrium ooling urve. Struture begins to form atabout 5 Myr, and density ontrasts ontinue to inrease at onstant pressure until14 Myr as shown in Figure 2.3. The Fourier transform of the density distribution atthis time, Figure 2.5, shows that the majority of the power is onentrated at k = 14.Allowing for geometrial fators, this is onsistent with the one-dimensional lineartheory predition that the most unstable wavelength is k � 9 for our hosen valueof ondution. A network of �laments briey forms at about 18 Myr onnetingthe regions of highest density, with ow moving along the �laments inreasing thenumber density to as high as 18 m�3. By 23 Myr the dense gas has olleted inondensations and has relaxed to approximate thermal equilibrium. The size saleof the old lumps is initially only a few parses and is relatively uniform. However,random motions of the newly formed louds leads to merging and disassoiation;ondutive evaporation at its boundaries an also alter the shape of a lump. By theend of the simulation, at 474 Myr, the typial loud size has inreased signi�antlyto � 10 p, though a number of smaller louds either remain from the initial TIdevelopment or have formed as a result of disassoiation.In Figure 2.6, Panels A, B, and C, we plot the volume-weighted and mass-weighted density probability distribution funtions (PDFs) for the �rst three snap-shots from Figure 2.3. At t=14 Myr, in Panel A, all of the gas is in the unstablerange. Already, though, in Panel B, after 18 Myr, the distribution has begun to
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Figure 2.5: Power spetrum of the TI density distribution at 14 Myr.
separate into two distint phases. At t=18 Myr, 69%, 28%, and 3% of the gas byvolume is in the F (warm), G (unstable), and H (old) phases respetively, whih arede�ned by our ooling urve as the ranges n < 0:5 m�3, 0:5 m�3 < n < 5:8 m�3,and 5:8 m�3 < n, respetively. By mass these proportions are reversed to 29%,23%, and 49%, respetively. From about 100 Myr through the end of the simulation,the distribution of loud sizes evolves, but the PDF remains relatively unhanged,with 12%, 2%, and 86% of the mass residing in the F, G, and H phases.We also performed the same simulation, but inreased the resolution to 5122.The ondution oeÆient is not hanged, so n = 16. We �nd similar resultsoverall. In partiular, the mass-weighted density PDFs are ompared in Panel D ofFigure 2.6. These PDFs exhibit no signi�ant di�erenes, on�rming the robustnessof our results.
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Figure 2.6: Panels A,B and C show the mass (blak line) and volume (grey line)density PDFs for TI at the same times as the �rst three snapshots in Figure 2.3.Panel D ompares the mass weighted density PDF for the standard resolution of2562 (blak line) and 5122 (grey line) at time 474 Myr.
2.3.3 Thermal Evolution
Alongside the images of density in Figure 2.3 we show satter plots of n against Pfor all zones in the grid at the same times. In the initial state, pressure is onstant,and tsound at 5 p (� 1=2 the length of the fastest-growing TI mode) is shorter thantool (see Figure 2.4). Towards the low density warm phase, tsound << tool, and gasparels in regions undergoing rarefation are able to heat nearly isobarially. Thus,all zones at densities lower than the mean are �lled with an interloud medium thatmaintains spatially nearly uniform pressure. For gas parels undergoing ompressionand net ooling, as Æ� beomes large, tool << tsound, so the gas tends to ool towards
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Figure 2.7: Mass (blak line) and volume (grey line) temperature PDFs for thesnapshots in Figure 2.3 (time inreases A-D).
the thermal equilibrium urve at a faster rate than the ow is able to readjustdynamially. After gas parels reah near thermal equilibrium in the old phase,they ontinue to be ompressed until pressure equilibrium with the warm mediumis re-established. Over time, the average pressure in the simulation box dereasesdue to radiation from the old phase.Beause the satter plots in Figure 2.3 ontain a large number of points, manyfall in the unstable range, although the atual amount of material there is small. Toquantify this, in Figure 2.7 we plot mass-weighted and volume-weighted temperaturePDFs at times orresponding to the snapshots in Figure 2.3. As with the densityPDF, the distribution is separates into two distint phases in Panel B at 18 Myr,and remains so for the duration of the simulation.
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2.3.4 Kineti Evolution
Thermal instability is a dynami proess, and a number of reent works have pro-posed that TI may help ontribute to exiting turbulene in the ISM. In Figure 2.8we plot the mass-weighted veloity dispersions for gas in the F, G, and H phasesseparately. For all phases, the largest veloities our during the ondensation stageat early times (10-20 Myr), orresponding to about 5 times the e-folding time of thedominant linear instability. The peak veloity is about 0.45 km s�1 for the unstable(G) phase, and is � 0:3 km s�1 for the two stable phases. At later times the veloitydispersion in eah phase remains relatively onstant, with the largest value (0.35km s�1) for phase G, next largest (0.25 km s�1) for the warm phase, F, and smallest(0.15 km s�1) for the old phase, H. The standard deviation of the total veloitydispersion is typially 0.15 km s�1. For omparison, typial sound speeds of the F,G, and H phases are 7-8 km s�1 , 1-5 km s�1 and 0.6-1 km s�1, respetively. Thus,the mean turbulent veloities are all subsoni.
2.4 MRI Simulations
2.4.1 MRI Physis
In a series of four papers, Balbus & Hawley presented the �rst linear analysis andnumerial simulations of MRI in the ontext of an astrophysial disk (Balbus &Hawley 1991; Hawley & Balbus 1991, 1992; Balbus & Hawley 1992). The physialbasis for the instability is relatively simple, and there are two requirements for theinstability to be present: a di�erentially rotating system with dereasing angularveloity as one moves outward through the disk, and a weak magneti �eld (strongmagneti �elds have a stabilizing e�et). As uid elements are displaed outward
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Figure 2.8: Evolution of veloity dispersion = (v2x+v2z)1=2 in the TI model. Typialveloities for the F (warm), G (unstable), and H (old) phases are 0:35 km s�1,0:25 km s�1, and 0:15 km s�1.
(inward) the magneti �eld resists shear and tries to keep the uid moving at itsoriginal veloity. Due to these magneti stresses, uid elements gain (lose) angularmomentum, the entrifugal fore beomes too large (small) to maintain equilibriumat the new position, and the uid element moves farther outward (inward). Thisleads to the transport of angular momentum outward through the disk.For a omplete linear analysis of the MRI in 2D we refer the reader to Balbus &Hawley (1991). Here we simply summarize the important formulae for axisymmetrimodes with wavenumber k = kz ẑ and B0 = B0ẑ. The growth rates are given by2
2 = �2 � 2q � �2�2 + 2� q + [4�2 + (2� q)2℄1=2)� (2.8)
where � � kzvAz=
 in terms of the Alfv�en speed vAz � B0z(4��)�1=2. The maximum
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growth rate ours when �kvAz
 �peak = (4� (2� q)2)1=22 ; (2.9)
i.e. �peak = 4�vAz=(p3
) for q = 1; here the growth rate is peak = 
q=2 ! 
=2.The highest wavenumber for whih axisymmetri MRI exists when B0 = B0ẑ is�kvAz
 �max =p2q: (2.10)

We have tested the ode without ooling and ondution, and found that itan aurately reprodue the predited linear growth rates of the MRI. We do notdetail the results here; instead we refer the reader to (Hawley & Balbus 1992) for aomplete analysis of similar models.Based on the linear dispersion relation, for suÆiently weak magneti �elds,modes with a range of kz (and also kr) may grow. The smallest permissible wavenum-ber for a simulation is (kz)min = 2�=Lz, where Lz is the vertial dimension of theomputational box. At late times in 2D axisymmetri simulations (Hawley & Bal-bus 1992), MRI beomes dominated by a \hannel" solution orresponding to thesmallest permissible vertial wavenumber, i.e. with ow moving towards the innerregions of the disk on one (vertial) half of the grid, and ow moving towards theouter regions in the other (vertial) half of the grid. This pure \hannel ow" isunphysial; for a 3D system it is subjet to nonaxisymmetri parasiti instabilities(Goodman & Xu 1994). In 3D non-axisymmetri simulations (e.g. Hawley, Gam-mie, & Balbus (1995)) the hannel solution forms at early times, but later developsinto a fully turbulent ow.The MRI has primarily been studied in the ontext of aretion disks, but an beimportant in any di�erentially rotating disk system provided the magneti �elds arenot too strong. In addition to axisymmetri modes, nonaxisymmetri MRI modesan also grow diretly (see e.g. Balbus & Hawley (1992) and (Kim & Ostriker 2000)
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eqs. 80, 81 for instantaneous growth rates and instability threshold riteria in variouslimits). The axisymmetri mode with wavelength �z � 2H is the most diÆult tostabilize as Bz inreases; from equation (2.10), taking 
 = 26 km s�1 kp�1, q = 1,a disk sale height H=150 p and a uniform density n = 0:6 m�3, MRI will bepresent provided Bz < 0:6 �G. For the Milky Way, this is onsistent with theobserved solar-neighborhood estimate jBzj = 0:37 �G (Han, Manhester, & Qiao1999). If a multi-phase system behaves similarly to the orresponding uniform-density medium, then we may expet MRI to be important in the galati ISM.Here, we explore how MRI development an be a�eted by strong non-uniformityin the density struture.
2.4.2 Evolutionary Development: TI + MRI Model
To study nonlinear development of the MRI in a nonuniform medium, we �rstperform a simulation idential to the TI model run desribed in x 2.3, but nowinlude magneti �elds and sheared rotation. All hydrodynamial variables areinitialized as desribed in x 2.3. The magneti �eld is vertial with � = Pgas=Pmag =1000. The rotation rate is set to 26 km s�1 kp�1 representative of the loal valuenear the Sun, and we set the shear parameter q = 1:0 to desribe a at rotationurve. With these parameters, from equation (2.10), the smallest-sale uniform-density MRI mode that would �t within our Lz = 100 p box has kz = 3 (in unitsof 2�=Lz).On the left in Figure 2.9 we show snapshots of number density overlayed withmagneti �eld lines at three representative times, and on the right we show theorresponding mass-weighted density PDF. The time-sale for development of theMRI is muh longer than that of TI, so that the initial development is essentiallythe same as in the purely hydrodynamial ase. During the TI ondensation phase
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the magneti �eld beomes kinked as the �laments ondense into small louds. Theremaining random motions of the louds leads to further distortion of the magneti�eld, as an been seen at 237 Myr. The hannel solution has learly taken hold by474 Myr, and the kz = 1 mode (in units of 2�=Lz) dominates.Similarly to our analysis of kineti evolution for the TI model, in Figure 2.10we plot the veloity dispersion for the F, G, and H phases as a funtion of time inthe TI + MRI model. Initially these are similar to the hydrodynamial ase, withall veloities less than 0:5 km s�1. As the hannel solution develops the veloitydispersion begins to inrease at about 500 Myr, and peaks at the end of the simula-tion in phase F at approximately 1:5 km s�1. The peak veloity dispersion is about1:2 km s�1 for phase G, and 0.9 km s�1 (approximately the sound speed) for phaseH, all towards the end of the simulation.As in the hydrodynamial model, the PDFs for the TI + MRI model are learlytwo-phase, with small amounts of gas ontained in the unstable regime. At verylate times the fully developed hannel solution tends to inrease the proportion ofunstable gas. In Figure 2.11 we plot the mass-weighted temperature PDF of the TI+ MRI model 800 Myr, and the same quantity for the TI run at 474 Myr. We donot expet that the PDF for the TI run would evolve signi�antly if the simulationhad been ontinued to 800 Myr. Evidently, the dynamial ows indued by the MRIan signi�antly a�et the temperature distribution. The larger veloity dispersionand kinked magneti �elds due to the hannel solution an ompress portions ofold louds, dereasing the temperature orrespondingly. Although still dominatedby distint warm and old phases, there is also a higher proportion of gas in theunstable regime. For the same model snapshot, Figure 2.12 shows a P=k vs. nsatter plot, overlayed on the equilibrium ooling urve. In the high density regime,ooling times are short, and the gas is not far from equilibrium. At low densities
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Figure 2.9: Strutural evolution of the TI + MRI simulation. Left: snapshots oflog(n) at representative times as noted, overlayed with magneti �eld lines. Right:mass-weighted density PDF at the same times as the snapshots.
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Figure 2.10: Mass-weighted veloity dispersion = (v2x+v2z)1=2 for TI + MRI model,separated by phase. The initial veloity dispersion is due to the development ofTI (see Figure 2.8). After 400 Myr the MRI beomes important, and the hannelsolution inreases the veloity dispersion to as high as 1.4 km s�1 towards the endof the simulation.
ooling times are longer, and gas an be found out of thermal equilibrium.Sine the 2D hannel solution would break up in a real 3D disk due to parasitiinstabilities (Goodman & Xu 1994), we do not expet the late-time e�ets seen inour models to have diret impliations for the temperature distribution in the di�useISM. They illustrate, however, the more generi point that spatially-varying rota-tional shear oupled to magneti �elds an reate stresses that fore gas away fromthe stable equilibrium phases. We shall disuss this further, highlighting di�erenesthat might be expeted for 3D MRI, in x 2.5.Important questions for assessing MRI development in a loudy medium are how
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Figure 2.11: Mass-weighted temperature PDF for the TI run at 474 Myr (greyline) and TI + MRI at 800 Myr (blak line), after the hannel solution has fullydeveloped. The ative dynamis of MRI leads to the presene of high density/lowtemperature gas.
the spatial- and time-sales of the fastest-growing modes di�er ompared to thosein single-phase ounterpart systems. We measure MRI mode amplitudes in thesimulations by taking the Fourier transform of By as a funtion of time, from whihwe an alulate the growth rates. The k = 1; 2 and 3 mode amplitudes are plottedin Figure 2.13. There is not an obvious linear stage from whih we an measurethe growth rate, but between 284 and 470 Myr the average k = 1 growth rate isabout 0.28 
, ompared to the predited rate of 0.34 
 at the average density ofthe model. At the average density linear theory predits that the most unstablemode is at k = 2, with a growth rate of 0.50 
, and the k = 3 mode is unstableas well, with a predited growth rate of 0.41 
. Between 284 and 470 Myr we
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Figure 2.12: Satter plot of n and P=k at 800 Myr, near the end of the simulation,for the TI + MRI model. Cooling timesales are short for the high density gas, sogas remains near thermal equilibrium for a range of pressures. In the low densityregime, ooling time-sales are longer, and there an be signi�ant departuresfrom thermal equilibrium.
measure a mean growth rate for the k = 2 and k = 3 modes to be 0.12 
 and0.18 
, respetively. At the density of the warm medium, only the k = 1 mode ispredited to be unstable in our simulations, with a growth rate of 0.45 
. Thus,growth rates of available modes appear somewhat lower than they would be for amedium at either the mean density or the density of the warm medium. In addition,initial growth does not show the lear dominane of a single fastest growing modethat is evident in omparison adiabati test simulations for a single-phase medium.However, at late times, the k = 1 mode grows to exeed the other low-order modes,similarly to the �ndings of Hawley & Balbus (1992) for a single-phase medium.
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Figure 2.13: Mode amplitudes for By in the TI + MRI model. For the �rst 500Myr the k = 1; 2 and 3 modes are approximately equal in amplitude, but thek = 1 mode is dominant after this point.
2.4.3 Evolutionary Development: Cloud + MRI Model
Beause the initial MRI growth in the previous model may be strongly a�eted bylingering dynamial e�ets of TI, it is of interest to onsider MRI development in amedium whih ontains two distint phases from the outset. In our next simulationwe therefore begin with a two phase medium in approximate equilibrium, rather thandeveloping a two phase medium from thermally unstable gas. We embed 59 highdensity louds in a low density ambient medium suh that the average density is thesame as that of previous TI simulations. To set up the initial onditions allowing forondution at loud/interloud interfaes, we �rst reate \template" loud pro�lesby embedding a single high density old loud in a low density warm medium and
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evolving until a thermally- and dynamially-relaxed state is reahed. This pro�le(density, pressure and veloity) is then opied to randomly hosen loations onthe grid, with the ondition that loud enters must be at least 20 zones apart. Weinitialize the magneti �eld after this \loud embedding" proedure. The simulationis then evolved as the MRI develops.In Figure 2.14 we show three snapshots from the \loud + MRI" simulation,along with mass-weighted density PDFs. The MRI takes about 500 Myr until itsdevelopment begins to beome apparent, as an be seen in the poloidal �eld linesat 464 Myr in Figure 2.14. At 701 Myr many of the louds have merged and havesigni�ant veloities as the MRI hannel solution begins to take hold. Initially themass weighted density PDF shows almost no gas in the unstable range, but asthe MRI begins to develop, this phase begins to beome populated, and the PDFbeomes very similar to those from the TI + MRI simulations.Perhaps the most interesting results from this \loud + MRI" simulation arethe behavior of the mode amplitudes and growth rates. Initially the louds ontainnegligible veloities, and are in what would be a steady state if magneti �eldswere not present. We might expet, then, to �nd \leaner" MRI growth rates thanfor the TI + MRI runs. The mode amplitudes for k = 1; 2, and 3 are plotted inFigure 2.15. Initially the k = 2 mode is dominant and shows approximate lineargrowth between 300 Myr - 700 Myr, with an average growth rate of 0.34 
, omparedto the predited rate 0.50 
 at the average density. The k = 1 mode also showsapproximate linear growth with an average rate of 0.47 
 measured from 450 Myr- 900 Myr, and beomes the dominant mode at around 800 Myr. At the densityof the warm medium the theoretial growth rate of the k = 1 mode is 0.45 
, andat the average density it is 0.34 
. The k = 3 growth rate, measured between 400Myr and 800 Myr is 0.33 
, whih we an ompare to the predited value at the
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Figure 2.14: Strutural evolution of loud + MRI simulation. Left: snapshots oflog(n) at representative times as noted, overlayed with magneti �eld lines. Right:mass-weighted density PDF at the same times as the snapshots.
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Figure 2.15: Mode amplitudes of By in the loud + MRI simulation. The k = 2mode is initially the largest, but by the end of the simulation the k = 1 mode hasbeome dominant.
average density of 0.41 
. Thus, similarly to the TI + MRI model, growth rates areslightly lower than they would be in a medium with the same mean density. Thereis, however, a longer period of dominane by the mode with the fastest expetedgrowth rate.For omparison we also performed an MRI simulation with ooling and ondu-tion disabled, initially at uniform density and seeded with the veloity and pressurepro�les from the initial state of the previous \loud + MRI" simulation; we alsoperformed zero-ondution, zero-ooling test simulations seeded with random per-turbations. The growth rates are in reasonable agreement between these simulations,although the ase diretly seeded with random perturbations had leaner growth ofmode amplitudes. Most importantly, we �nd that rather than k = 2 predominating
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as we found in the \loud + MRI" simulation, the k = 3 mode in the single-phaseomparison model is dominant until late time. This suggests that the initial per-turbations are strongest at k = 3, but the presene of the multi-phase medium inthe \loud + MRI" model signi�antly inhibits the growth of this mode beause theinertial load varies strongly over a wavelength for k = 3.
2.4.4 Perspetive: E�ets of Cloudy Struture
There are a number of ways MRI growth rates and preferred sales ould be a�etedby the inuene of a loudy bakground density struture, and signs of these e�etsare evident in our simulations. First, both growth rates and preferred sales aredependent on the Alfv�en speed, whih is a funtion of density. The old, denselouds will be MRI unstable at small sales ompared to the larger preferred salesof the warm, low density, ambient medium. For �xed magneti �eld strength, MRIwavelengths are inversely proportional to density. Thus, MRI wavelengths in old,dense gas will be a few parses, while MRI wavelengths in warm, di�use gas will beseveral tens of parses. Although the MRI wavelengths in dense gas may be smallerthan individual old louds, permitting initial rapid growth, further developmentof the small-sale instability is limited by louds' small radial extent. Long termMRI development must therefore have harateristi wavelengths representative ofeither the average density onditions or the pervasive low-density warm, interloudgas. This expetation is indeed onsistent with our results. As seen in Figures 2.9and 2.14, both the di�use gas and the old louds partiipate together in an overalllarge-sale ow. The old louds frequently are the sites of strong kinks in themagneti �eld.One might also expet the preferred sales for MRI to be a�eted by loudspaing. If loud spaing is small ompared to a given wavelength, then the MRI
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growth rate might be expeted to be similar to that under average density onditions.Thus, if the fastest-growing wavelength at the mean density is large ompared toloud spaing along a �eld line then this might be expeted to be the dominantwavelength. This situation is indeed evident in the seond frame (464 Myr) ofFigure 2.14, in whih the k = 2 mode dominates, even though, as desribed above,the input perturbation spetrum is suh that the k = 3 mode would dominate ifthe density were uniform. On the other hand, if fewer, more massive louds exist,loud separations will be larger, whih ould suppress MRI growth at wavelengthsshorter than loud spaings and enourage MRI development on the largest sales.Evidene of this e�et an be seen in the third panel (474 Myr) of Figure 2.9.Finally, if total mass is distributed very unevenly with magneti ux, then MRImay develop more rapidly and at longer wavelengths in regions where there is aomparatively low inertial load. In simulations (not shown) we have performedwhih have alternating radial zones of high and low mass loading on �eld lines(initiated with old louds at intersetions in a Cartesian grid), we indeed see thise�et. Development of MRI in the low-inertia \pure warm" phase is, however,heked when the radially-moving ow ollides with the high-inertia old louds.To test whether the growth rate of the smaller-sale k=2 mode (essentially nearthe lower wavelength limit for behavior as at a single average density) ould beenhaned in TI+MRI models, we also performed an additional random TI simula-tions in whih a k = 2 perturbation was added shortly after the initial ondensationphase. The perturbation was added at about the 20 perent level in v1. For the �rst500 Myr the k = 2 mode is strongest with a growth rate of 0.36 
. After 500 Myrthe k=1 mode, with a growth rate of 0.47 
, is again dominant.Taken together, the simulations of this setion show that the development ofthe MRI in the presene of a loudy medium has modest di�erenes ompared to
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the orresponding development in a single phase medium at the average density.The dominant wavelengths are similar to those predited by linear theory at mean-density onditions, and growth rates are also similar, but slightly smaller. Thespaings between louds a�ets whih among the low-k modes dominates the powerduring the exponential-growth phase. At very late times the kz = 1 mode is domi-nant in all simulations, onsistent with the ultimate dominane of this hannel owin the single-phase models of Hawley & Balbus (1992).
2.5 Summary and Disussion
Thermal and magnetorotational instabilities may play a major role in determiningthe physial properties of the di�use ISM. In regions far from ative star formationor a reent supernova explosion, TI and MRI may even be the primary proessesdriving struture and dynamis in the ISM on sales <� 100 p. The PDFs of gasdensity and temperature, the harateristi sizes, shapes, and spatial distributionsof loudy strutures, and the amplitudes and spetral properties of turbulent velo-ities and magneti �elds may all be strongly inuened by TI and MRI. In addition,development and saturation of TI and MRI may be strongly interdependent. Inthis paper, we have initiated a study of these important proesses using numerialMHD simulations. The urrent work fouses on ode tests and 2D models using amirophysis implementation appropriate for the atomi ISM. In addition to har-aterizing the properties of TI and MRI modes in their nonlinear stages, this studylays the groundwork for future 3D simulations whih will be used to investigatequasi-steady turbulene.In the following, we summarize the results presented herein, ompare to otherreent work, and disuss key issues for future investigation.
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1. Numerial methods: We have implemented atomi-ISM heating/ooling andthermal-ondution soure terms in the energy equation of the ZEUS ode (using im-pliit and expliit updates, respetively). For onditions representing the mean pres-sure and density in the ISM, we �nd exellent numerial agreement with the analytigrowth rates of thermally-unstable modes for a large range of wavelengths and ther-mal ondutivity oeÆients. Based on these tests and on�rmation of aeptableresults for advetion of high-ontrast ontat disontinuities (warm/old pressureequilibrium interfaes) on the grid, we adopt a value of K = 107 erg m�1 s�1 K�1suh that the Field length is resolved by 8 (16) zones in (100 p)2 simulations with2562 (5122) ells.Expliit inlusion of ondution is important for suppressing numerially-unresolvedTI-driven ampli�ation of grid-sale noise; Koyama & Inutsuka (2003) have also re-ently highlighted the importane of implementing ondution for simulations ofthermally bistable media. In some previous simulations of TI (Kritsuk & Nor-man 2002a,b) under strongly ooling onditions, ondution was not inluded; sinethose simulations began with relatively large-amplitude (5%) perturbations on re-solved sales, however, sub-dominant e�ets from unresolved growth at grid salesin the initial stages of TI would be less notieable. In other reent work (V�azquez-Semadeni et al. 2003) simulations of TI using spetral algorithms (with expliitdi�usive terms in the equations of motions) appear to have diÆulty reproduingthe analyti growth rates in some irumstanes. Coneivably, this may be a signof numerial di�usion that ould tend to produe more gas in thermally-unstableregimes than is realisti, in simulations using these omputational methods.2. Nonlinear development of TI: In \pure TI" simulations where we initializegas at P=k = 2000 K m�3 and n = 1 m�3 in a (100 p)2 box with 0.1% initialpressure perturbations, we �nd that TI develops at a harateristi length sale
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onsistent with the predited fastest-growing mode, � 12 p for our adopted valueof K. As seen in other 2D simulations (e.g. V�azquez-Semadeni, Gazol, & Salo(2000)), the struture initially resembles a \honeyomb" network of ells, and asnonlinear development proeeds, gas ondenses into old, ompat louds at theintersetions of �laments. Gas undergoing rarefation towards the warm phase heatsnearly isobarially, beause the sound rossing time is short ompared to the netheating-ooling time. Gas undergoing ompression towards the old phase initiallyhas isobari evolution (while density perturbations remain low-amplitude), but thentends �rst to ool toward the equilibrium urve very rapidly (with an attendantpressure drop), and then dynamially readjusts its density and temperature untilthe pressure again mathes ambient onditions. The time to establish a distinttwo-phase struture of well-separated old louds within a warm ambient medium(see third panel of Fig. 4) is � 20 Myr, or about 10 e-folding times in terms ofthe linear growth rate. In the subsequent evolution, the old, dense louds undergosuessive mergers to produe larger strutures.The transition from nearly isobari to more \isohori"-like evolution for oldgas during nonlinear stages of ondensation was reently emphasized by Burkert &Lin (2000), and snapshots of phase diagrams in Kritsuk & Norman (2002a) showa similar dip in pressure for overdense gas as it ools toward thermal equilibrium.V�azquez-Semadeni et al. (2003) found, similar to our results, that initial perturba-tions of similar or larger sizes to our dominant TI wavelength require times > 10Myr to omplete the ondensation proess, even when a muh larger (10%) initialperturbations are used. The real level of ondution in the atomi ISM may belower than the value we adopted (for numerial eÆay), with the fastest-growingTI wavelength a fator � 4 smaller than our 12 p value and the ondensation timeorrespondingly shorter; S�anhez-Saledo, V�azquez-Semadeni, & Gazol (2002) found
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that 3 p-sale overdensities ondense into louds within 4 Myr. As the turbulentasade is likely to maintain nonlinear-amplitude entropy perturbations down tosub-p sales, we expet that the fastest-growing wavelength 3 is likely to dominatewhen TI ours under \natural" irumstanes, with later mergers produing largerlouds (see also S�anhez-Saledo, V�azquez-Semadeni, & Gazol (2002)).3. Gas phase distributions from TI: The bimodal density and temperature PDFsin our TI simulations mirror the distint two-phase struture evident in late-timesnapshots. Typial late-time warm-, old-, and intermediate-temperature mass fra-tions are 12, 86, and 2%. For a two-phase medium with mean density �n andold and warm densities n and nw, the fration of mass in the old medium isf = (1 � nw=�n)(1 � nw=n)�1. Provided n � nw, the mass fration in the warmmedium is thus fw � nw=�n. Sine the pressure at late stages of our evolution hasdropped near the minimum value of P at whih two phases are present, and inthermal equilibrium at this pressure nw � 0:1 m�3 (with n � 10 m�3), the rela-tive proportions of gas fw � 0:1; f � 0:9 in the old and warm phases are just asexpeted (with �n = 1 m�3).Findings on density and temperature PDFs from other reent TI simulations arevaried. From the 3D simulations of Kritsuk & Norman (2002a,b), the late-time (1.5Myr) mass frations are fw = 0:42, f = 0:44 in the stable phases and fi = 0:14 inthe intermediate, unstable regime. Kritsuk and Norman use a somewhat di�erentooling urve from ours, with nw = 0:4 m�3 in thermal equilibrium at the minimumpressure at whih two stable phases are available. Sine they use �n = 1 m�3, theirresult that fw � nw=�n is onsistent with expetations for a two-phase medium, whilethe gas at intermediate temperatures appears to be due to mass exhange with the3From Field (1965), this is essentially the geometri mean of �F and the produt of the soundspeed and the ooling time.
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old medium (see their disussion).In the 1D simulations of S�anhez-Saledo, V�azquez-Semadeni, & Gazol (2002)(and using the same ooling urve and mean density as ours), only a few perentof the gas in their \multiple ondensation" runs remains at intermediate densities,similar to our results, and their fw = 0:3� 0:4 at t � 20� 25 Myr is similar to ourresults at omparable (early) times. In the 2D simulations of Gazol et al. (2001)that also inlude \stellar-like" loal heat soures, the late-time mass frations arefw = 0:25, f = 0:25 fi = 0:50. It is not lear to what extent this large proportionof gas at intermediate temperatures is sustained by turbulene (via adiabati ex-pansion/ompression and/or shoks heating or ooling gas that would otherwise bein the warm or old stable phases), versus being maintained by the loalized heat-ing turned on when n > 15m�3. 4 With 3D MRI simulations in whih turbulentdriving is \old", it will be possible to address this important issue.4. Turbulent driving by TI: We �nd that turbulene produed by \pure TI" hasonly modest amplitudes, when initiated from \average ISM" pressure and densityonditions. For the warm, unstable, and old phases, respetively, we �nd typialmass-weighted veloity dispersions of 0:25, 0:35, and 0:15 km s�1. These veloitiesare all quite subsoni. In simulations starting from thermal equilibrium, Kritsuk& Norman (2002a) similarly �nd subsoni turbulene (Mrms � 0:3 at t < 2Myr),although when gas is initially very hot, supersoni turbulene an be produed.When they inlude repeated episodes of strong UV heating Kritsuk & Norman(2002b) �nd Mah number variations Mrms � 0:2� 0:6 between \low" and \high"4Sine real star formation is on�ned to giant moleular louds rather than ourring in amore distributed fashion in old atomi louds, loalized stellar heating (and turbulent driving byexpanding HII regions) may have muh less impat on HI density and temperature PDFs in thereal ISM.
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states; sine their \low state" is dominated by old gas with s � 1 km s�1, this isonsistent with our results for typial turbulent amplitudes. In the simulations ofKoyama & Inutsuka (2002) in whih warm gas shoks on impat with a low-density,hot (T = 3�105 K) layer, TI develops near the interfae of shoked gas with the hotmedium, leading to the formation of old loudlets with veloity dispersions of a fewkm s�1. Although Koyama and Inutsuka attribute this turbulene to the e�ets ofTI, it is possible that other dynamial instabilities assoiated with the hot/warminterfae ontribute in driving these motions.5. Nonlinear development of axisymmetri MRI: We have studied the develop-ment of axisymmetri MRI under atomi ISM onditions, both with \TI+MRI"models starting from uniform density and pressure (P=k = 2000 K m�3 andn = 1 m�3), and with \loud+MRI" models that are initiated with the sameuniform pressure and total mass, but start with a population of old louds em-bedded in a warm ambient medium. The magneti �eld in both types of modelsis vertial and initially uniform, with B2=8� = P=1000. The peak growth rate ofMRI (in a uniform medium) is 
=2, where 
 is the loal angular veloity of thegalaxy. Sine this growth rate is a fator � 40 lower than typial TI growth rates,the early development of the TI+MRI model is the same as in the \pure TI" model.By the time MRI begins to develop (after a few 100 Myr), the TI+MRI modelhas similar loud/interloud struture { exept with more variations in loud size{ to the loud+MRI model. At early times, the density and temperature PDFsare essentially the same as those produed by TI; at late times, however, while thePDFs remain bimodal, the dense gas is distributed over a somewhat larger range ofdensities and temperatures, due to the dynamis of the \hannel ow" solution (seebelow).6. Spatial sales of MRI in a loudy medium: In both our TI+MRI and loud+MRI
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simulations, after a few galati orbital times, the veloity and magneti �elds be-ome dominated by large-sale strutures. Sine the smallest-sale MRI mode thatwould �t in our Lz = 100 p box under uniform-density onditions has vertialwavenumber k = 3 (in units 2�=Lz; i.e. wavelength � = Lz=3), and the fastest-growing mode would have k = 2, this implies, onsistent with expetations, thatloudy density struture in the supporting medium does not grossly alter the hara-ter of MRI. We quantify MRI strutural development in terms of mode amplitudesof By, the azimuthal magneti �eld. For the TI+MRI model, the amplitudes of thek = 1; 2; and 3 modes are all similar { and motions in the x � z plane ontinue tobe dominated by TI e�ets, with loud agglomeration { until t � 400 Myr, afterwhih the louds have beome highly onentrated and the k = 1 MRI mode as-soiated with the \hannel solution" (Hawley & Balbus 1992) takes hold. For theloud+MRI model, on the other hand, the k = 2 mode grows �rst (with louds re-maining small and distributed) and it dominates until � 800 Myr, when the hannelsolution (k = 1) begins to take preedene.These di�erenes show that the spatial distribution of louds an have a signif-iant e�et on seleting whih MRI modes are important. If interloud distanesare small ompared to its wavelength, the dominant MRI mode is the same as thatpredited for uniform-density onditions. If, however, other turbulent proesses at-ing on sales small ompared to MRI wavelengths (and times small ompared to
�1) ollet the louds and orrespondingly inrease their separations, then onlyMRI modes at sales larger than twie the typial interloud distane will be ableto grow. As a onsequene, for MRI to play an important role in the ISM, eitherthe majority of the gas must remain in a warm, di�use phase, or else if it olletsin louds their separations must not be too large.It is interesting to relate these onstraints to observational inferenes of the HI
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spatial distribution. From the Heiles & Troland (2003) HI absorption observationsthat yielded 142 separate old gas omponents on 47 lines of sight at jbj > 10Æ,their mean separation would be � 40 p (taking the old disk semi-thikness � 100p). The distribution of warm gas is muh harder to interpret, but in the limitingsituation where it is mainly in overdense louds5, and using Heiles and Troland's�nding that � 25% of emission omponents have no assoiated absorption, the meandistane between louds would be � 30 p. Interloud separations similar to theseestimates are small enough that vertial MRI modes ould be supported; if loudspaings are appreiably larger, however, they ould not be.7. Growth rates and saturation amplitudes of MRI: For the low-k modes thatare present in both our TI+MRI and loud+MRI models, typial growth rates aregenerally omparable to those for modes of the same wavelength in a medium of thesame mean density. For the TI+MRI model, typial growth rates are measured to be0:28 
, 0:12 
, and 0:18 
 for the k = 1, 2, and 3 modes, respetively, ompared tothe rates =
 = 0:45, 0:5, and 0:41 that would apply for a uniform medium. For theloud+MRI model, the exponential MRI growth is \leaner"; rates are =
 = 0:47,0:34, and 0:33 for k = 1, 2, and 3 modes, respetively. The growth rates of smaller-sale (k = 2; 3) modes are thus slightly more a�eted by the presene of loudystruture than that of the largest-sale (k = 1) mode, onsistent with expetations.Although de�nitive results await 3D simulations, these �ndings provide supportfor the possibility that MRI may drive turbulene in the di�use ISM at amplitudesonsistent with observations of HI emission and absorption. From previous 3D simu-5Aording to Heiles and Troland, of the 60% of the HI that is in warm gas, > 50% at highlatitudes is at lower temperatures than the T � 8000K required for approximate pressure equilib-rium with the old louds; sine signi�ant underpressures are diÆult to ahieve, this gas is likelyto be in louds denser than �n.
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lations under relatively uniform onditions (aomplished by adopting an isothermalequation of state), the veloity dispersions driven by MRI in steady-state were foundto be smaller than observed values. In partiular, Kim, Ostriker, & Stone (2003)found that the typial 1D turbulent amplitudes are 3 - 4 km s�1, whereas theobserved nonthermal ontribution to the 1D veloity dispersion for both old andwarm gas amounts to �v � 7 km s�1 (Heiles & Troland 2003). Thus, for a singlephase medium, MRI-driven turbulent veloity amplitudes in steady state { whihare determined by a balane between exitation and dissipation { fall a fator � 2short of explaining observations.Sine our present loudy-medium models show growth rates quite omparable tothose in a one-phase medium, the key question is therefore whether MRI dissipationrates are redued in a loudy medium, and if so, whether the redution an yielda fator two inrease in �v. To see that a quantitative e�et at this level is notunreasonable, onsider the omparison to an idealized system of Nl � `�3 loudsper unit volume having individual radii r, internal density relative to the mean valuenl=�n, and RMS relative veloity dispersion �v. With turbulent energy driving anddissipation rates _Ein and � �2v=toll, where the ollision time toll = (4p�r2Nl�v)�1,�v in steady state is an order-unity fator times ( _Ein`)1=3(nl=�n)2=9. For this ideal-ized situation, onentrating material into louds with nl=�n � 30 (similar to oldISM louds) would indeed inrease �v by a fator two ompared to the ase withnear-uniform onditions, nl=�n � 1. With 3D simulations, it will be possible totest whether a similar saling behavior holds for the saturated state of MRI-driventurbulene in loudy vs. single-phase ISM models.
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Chapter 3
Saturated-State Turbulene and
Struture from Thermal and

Magnetorotational Instability in
the ISM: Three-Dimensional

Numerial Simulations
AbstratThis paper reports on three-dimensional numerial simulations of dynamis andthermodynamis in the di�use interstellar medium (ISM). Our models are loal, a-ount for sheared galati rotation, magneti �elds, and realisti ooling, and resolvesales � 1� 200 p. This ombination permits the study of quasi-steady-state tur-bulene in a loudy medium representing the warm/old atomi ISM. Turbuleneis driven by the magnetorotational instability (MRI); our models are the �rst tostudy the saturated state of MRI under strongly inhomogeneous onditions, with
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loud/interloud density and temperature ontrasts � 100. For volume-averageddensities �n = 0:25 � 4 m�3, the mean saturated-state veloity dispersion rangesfrom 8 � 1 km s�1, with a saling Æv / �n�0:77. The MRI is therefore likely quiteimportant in driving turbulene in low-density regions of the ISM, both away fromthe midplane in the inner Galaxy (as observed at high latitudes), and through-out the far outer Galaxy (where the mean density drops and the disk ares). TheMRI may even be key to suppressing star formation at large radii in spiral galax-ies, where the pressure an be high enough that without MRI-driven turbulene, agravitationally-unstable old layer would form. As expeted, we �nd that turbu-lene a�ets the thermal struture of the ISM. In all our simulations, the fration ofthermally-unstable gas inreases as the MRI develops, and in the saturated state islargest in high-Æv models. The mass frations of warm-stable and unstable gas aretypially omparable, in agreement with observations. While inlusion of resistivedissipation of magneti �elds ould enhane the amount of thermally-unstable gasompared to urrent models, our present results indiate that even high levels ofturbulene annot wipe out the signature of thermal instability, and that a shiftto a \phase ontinuum" desription is probably unwarranted. Instead, we �nd thattemperature and density PDFs are broadened (and inlude extreme departures fromequilibrium), but retain the bimodal harater of the lassial two-phase desription.Our presentation also inludes results on the distribution of lump masses (the massspetrum peaks at � 100 M�), omparisons of saturated-state MRI salings withsingle-phase simulation results (we �nd hB2i is independent of �n), and examples ofsyntheti HI line pro�le maps (showing that physial lumps are not easily distin-guished in veloity omponents, and vie versa).
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3.1 Introdution
Far from the energizing regions of star formation in the Milky Way and other galax-ies, the interstellar medium (ISM) is still roiling with ativity, and rife with struture.Both the mirophysial properties and turbulent ativity have been inreasingly wellharaterized by Galati and extragalati radio observations. In partiular, reenthigh-resolution Galati emission surveys in the 21 m hydrogen line (e.g. MClure-GriÆths et al. (2001); Taylor et al. (2003)), ombined with Galati absorptionsurveys (e.g. Heiles & Troland (2003); Mohan, Dwarakanath, & Srinivasan (2004)),and mapping of fae-on external galaxies (e.g. Dikey et al. (1990); van Zee &Bryant (1999)), have begun to provide a wealth of thermal and kinemati informa-tion about the atomi ISM omponent, whih omprises the majority of the totalISM mass in most spiral galaxies. Analysis of this data promises to yield a detailedempirial desription of the atomi gas, whih is known to onsist of both warm andold omponents, and to be strongly turbulent (e.g. Dikey & Lokman (1990)).As observations of the ISM advane, there is a need on the theoretial side forinreasingly sophistiated ISM modeling. With modern omputational tools, it ispossible to pursue time-dependent hydrodynami models whih inorporate manyphysial proesses. This numerial modeling an extend established \lassial" re-sults for simpli�ed systems into more realisti regimes, and test oneptual proposalsfor the behavior of omplex systems in a rigorous fashion. The goal of detailed ISMmodeling, of ourse, is not sophistiation for its own sake, but to gain understandingabout how di�erent \elemental" proesses interat, to asertain whih among manyontributing proesses are most important, and to aid in interpreting and developingreliable physial diagnostis from observations.Broadly, the presene of struture in the atomi ISM an be easily understood as
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a onsequene of the bistable thermal equilibrium urve over a range of pressures,inluding those typial of the ISM. Sine the temperatures of the two stable thermalequilibria di�er by a fator of � 100 (at �xed pressure), the \lassial" expetationbased on the priniple of pressure equilibrium is a system of old, dense loudsembedded in a muh more di�use warm interloud medium (Field, Goldsmith, &Habing 1969). Thermal instability (TI) tends to move gas parels at intermediatetemperatures into one of the stable phases (Field 1965). Clouds are initially expetedto ondense at preferred sales where ondution limits loal thermal gradients.While these basi proesses are ertainly involved in establishing the ISM's struture,the end result is a omplex produt of evolution and interations with other physialproesses, leaving many open questions. For example, how do the agglomerationsand disruptions of old louds depend on the turbulene properties, and how doesthis a�et the mass funtion of ondensations that results?Many proesses have been proposed that an produe turbulene in the ISM(see e.g. Ma Low & Klessen. (2004); Elmegreen & Salo (2004) for reent reviews).Traditionally, turbulene is thought to be driven primarily by supernovae (MKee& Ostriker 1977) (and, to a lesser extent, expanding HII regions), beause the totalkineti energy they are able to supply ould be suÆient to o�set the turbulentdissipation in the Milky Way's di�use ISM (Spitzer 1978, Ch. 11). Supernovae areertainly the primary soure of turbulene near regions of high-mass star formation.However, it is not lear how e�etively this energy an in fat be shared with the bulkof the ISM, so other soures may be (or ombine to be) of omparable importane.Indeed, observations indiate that the levels of turbulene are not strongly orrelatedwith spiral arms (where star formation is enhaned), and are just as large in outergalaxies (where overall star formation rates are low) as in inner regions (van Zee& Bryant 1999; Petri & Rupen 2001). Moreover, reent 3D simulations (Korpi et
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al. 1999; de Avillez & Breitshwerdt 2005) in whih turbulene is driven solely bysupernovae �nd that veloity dispersions are signi�antly lower in old gas than inwarm gas, inonsistent with observations (Heiles & Troland 2003).An obvious non-stellar energy soure for the ISM is galati rotation. Whereverthe angular veloity dereases outward and magneti �elds are present, the power-ful magnetorotational instability (MRI) is expeted to tap this rotation and drivelarge-amplitude ISM turbulene (Sellwood & Balbus 1999; Kim, Ostriker, & Stone2003; Dziourkevith , Elstner, & R�udiger 2004). Detailed development of MRI hasprimarily been studied in adiabati or isothermal gas, where turbulent veloitiesand Alfv�en speeds grow into rough equipartition at slightly subsoni levels (e.g.Hawley, Gammie, & Balbus (1995, 1996) hereafter HGB1, HGB2)). Adiabati andisothermal models, however, are essentially single phase, with only small variationsin density and temperature. How do turbulent saturation levels di�er in a mediumwhere there are huge variations in onditions, suh that subsoni speeds with respetto the di�use gas are highly supersoni with respet to the dense gas?In the real ISM, dynamis must a�et thermodynamis, and vie versa. Theturbulent power input is signi�ant, and both (irreversible) dissipative heating and(reversible) PdV heating and ooling an alter distributions of temperatures om-pared to the narrow spikes at warm and old equilibria that would otherwise our.In turn, thermodynamis potentially an a�et loss rates of turbulene: supersoniompressions are dissipative while subsoni ompressions are not, and dissipation ofmagneti energy by reonnetion depends on loal onditions of density and temper-ature. Cloudy struture also hanges e�etive ow \ollision" times, as well as �eldline geometry. Indeed, reent observational evidene has shown that the frationof unstable gas in the ISM may be signi�ant; Heiles & Troland (2003) found thatat high latitudes, about half the warm neutral medium (WNM) lies at thermally
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unstable temperatures between 500-5000 K. Numerial models whih inlude e�etsof star formation (Rosen & Bregman 1995; Korpi et al. 1999; de Avillez 2000; Wada,Spaans, & Kim 2000; Gazol et al. 2001; Wada & Norman 2001a; Wada 2001b; MaLow et al. 2005; Slyz et al. 2005) �nd both turbulene and signi�ant frations ofunstable gas, although it is not lear how muh the temperature distributions area�eted by the diret heat inputs in the star formation feedbak algorithms of thesemodels.Reent simulations have addressed nonlinear evolution, in 2D and 3D, of TIin the ISM without \stellar" energy inputs (Hennebelle & P�erault 1999; Burkert& Lin 2000; V�azquez-Semadeni, Gazol, & Salo 2000; S�anhez-Saledo, V�azquez-Semadeni, & Gazol 2002; Kritsuk & Norman 2002a; V�azquez-Semadeni et al. 2003;Audit & Hennebelle 2005; Kritsuk & Norman 2004), and there have also been manynumerial studies, in 2D and 3D, of the MRI in single-phase gas. In previous work,we performed 2D studies of TI and MRI in ombination (Piontek & Ostriker (2004),hereafter Paper I). Paper I showed that MRI growth rates in a two-phase medium areomparable to those in a single-phase medium with the same �� and �B, provided thatthe loud separation along �eld lines does not exeed half of the fastest-growing MRIwavelength (typially� 100 p). Although there have been suggestions that TI itselfould be a signi�ant soure of turbulene, \pure TI" models we performed showthat for pressures omparable to mean galati values (i.e. away from HII regions orreent supernovae), veloity dispersions are only a few tenths of a km s�1. In our 2Dsimulations, the MRI leads to large-amplitude veloities and magneti �elds, but asfor single-phase 2D models, late time behavior is dominated by the \hannel ow;"quasi-steady turbulene is possible only for 3D ows. The present work onstitutesthe extension of Paper I to 3D, in order to study the saturated state of MRI in thepresene of a two-phase medium. As we shall desribe, we have performed a variety
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of simulations, with parameters overing a range of onditions harateristi of theatomi ISM.The plan of this paper is as follows: In x2 we briey desribe the numerialmethod, and the initializations for the various models we have performed. In x3 wepresent the results of our simulations in terms of the models' physial struture, ther-modynami distributions, and turbulent states (in veloities and magneti �elds),as well as exhibiting sample syntheti observations based on our simulated data.We summarize, disuss the astronomial impliations of our results, and ompareto previous work in x4.
3.2 Numerial Methods and Model Parameters
The numerial methods utilized for the present study are essentially the same asthose of Paper I, but extended from 2D to 3D. For a omplete desription of thenumerial method and tests, please see that work. Here, we briey summarize thesalient points.We integrate the time-dependent equations of magnetohydrodynamis with aversion of the ZEUS ode (Stone & Norman 1992a,b). ZEUS uses a time-expliit,operator-split, �nite di�erene method for solving the MHD equations on a staggeredmesh, apturing shoks via an arti�ial visosity. Veloities and magneti �eldvetors are fae-entered, while energy and mass density are volume-entered. ZEUSemploys the CT and MOC algorithms (Evans & Hawley 1988; Hawley & Stone 1995)to maintain r �B = 0 and ensure aurate propagation of Alfv�en waves.We have implemented volumetri heating and ooling terms, and a thermal on-dution term. The update due to net ooling is solved impliitly using Newton-Raphson iteration. For a given hydrodynamial time step, the hange in tempera-
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ture in eah zone is limited to be less than 25%. This is a somewhat larger frationthan the 10% limit used in Paper I, whih allows us to run with larger time stepsneeded to make 3D alulations pratial. Tests have shown that relaxing this on-straint does not a�et loud struture; �T exeeds 10% only in a very small frationof zones. The ondution term is solved expliitly using a seven point stenil forthe seond derivative of temperature. We also model the di�erential rotation of thebakground ow and the variation of the stellar/dark matter gravitational potentialin the loal limit with x � R � R0 � R0, where R0 is the galatoentri radius ofthe enter of our omputational domain. The equations we solve are therefore:
���t +r � (�v) = 0 (3.1)

�v�t + v �rv = �rP� + 14��(r�B)�B+ 2q
2xx̂� 2
� v (3.2)
�E�t + v �rE = �(E + P )r � v � �L+r � (KrT ) (3.3)

�B�t =r�(v �B) (3.4)
All symbols have their usual meanings. The net ooling per unit mass is givenby L = ��(�; T )��. We adopt the simple atomi ISM heating and ooling presrip-tions of S�anhez-Saledo, V�azquez-Semadeni, & Gazol (2002), in whih the oolingfuntion, �(�; T ), is a pieewise power-law �t to the detailed models of Wol�re etal. (1995). The heating rate, �, is taken to be onstant at 0.015 erg s�1g�1. In thetidal potential term of equation (3.2), q � �d ln
=d lnR is the loal dimensionlessshear parameter. We adopt q equal to unity, to model a at rotation urve in whihthe angular veloity 
 / R�1.
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The present set of simulations is 3D, with the omputational domain representinga ubi setor of the ISM in the radial-azimuthal-vertial (x � y � z) domain. Weemploy shearing-periodi boundary onditions in the x̂-diretion (Hawley & Balbus1992; Hawley, Gammie, & Balbus 1995), and periodi boundary onditions in theŷ- and ẑ-diretions, as originally implemented in ZEUS by Stone et al. (1996). Thisframework allows us to inorporate realisti galati shear, while avoiding numerialartifats assoiated with simpler boundary onditions. We have previously used anisothermal version of the same ode to study larger-sale galati ISM problems(Kim, Ostriker, & Stone 2002, 2003).We have parallelized the ode with MPI to run on distributed-memory platforms.We perform a standard domain deomposition in x̂, so that eah proessor workson a slab of the domain. Deomposing in ŷ and ẑ as well would redue message-passing time when running on more than eight proessors, but for gigabit networksand faster the ompute time exeeds the message-passing time for 128 or fewerproessors in any ase. Thus, for our moderate problem sizes, the additional e�ortthat would be required to parallelize the shearing-periodi boundary onditions isnot merited.Our standard resolution is 1283 zones. To on�rm numerial onvergene, wealso performed one simulation at 2563 and found the results to be similar to thestandard resolution run. Our box is 200p on eah side, giving a resolution ofabout 0:8 p in our 2563 run, and about 1:6 p in our 1283 resolution runs. Weset the ondution oeÆient to K = 1:03 � 107ergs m�1 K�1 s�1. This level ofondution was hosen to allow us to resolve all modes of TI that are present (seePaper I). In our �duial model, the initial state of the gas is onstant density,onstant pressure with onditions omparable to mean values in the solar neighbor-hood; n = 1:0 m�3 and P0=k = 2000 K m�3. The orresponding initial isother-
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mal sound speed is s = 3:6 km s�1. The initial magneti �eld strength satis�es� = Pgas=Pmag = 100, orresponding to B = 0:26 �G in the vertial (ẑ) diretion.This is our \standard" run. Additional simulations are performed with varying meandensities of n = 0:25; 0:67; 1:5 and 4.0 m�3, as well as one with lower magneti �eldstrength, � = Pgas=Pmag = 1000. We also performed an isothermal simulation withs = 2:8 km s�1 and n = 1:0 m�3. This value of s was hosen so that the initialthermal pressure mathes the mean late-time pressure in our ooling models. Fi-nally, we also performed a simulation with heating and ooling turned on that wasinitialized from the saturated-state, turbulent isothermal model. For all our modelswe adopt the galati orbital period at the solar radius, 2:5 � 108 yr, to normalizethe shear rate.Sine inreasing or dereasing the mean density by a large fator relative to n =1 m�3 would initialize the gas in a thermally stable state, some of our simulationsare initialized with a medium already in a two-phase state, rather than with auniform density. For these models, spherial louds of old dense gas are insertedinto a warm ambient medium at random loations. The number of louds is adjustedso that the average density of the loudy medium is at the desired level. A similarsimulation was performed in Paper I, whih allowed us to study the growth rates ofthe MRI in an initially quiesent loudy medium. Sine the 2D simulations of PaperI were axisymmetri there was no evolution of the model until MRI modes beganto grow. This allowed us to ompare diretly the MRI growth rates of an adiabatirun with a two-phase run, illustrating the e�et of loud size and distribution on thegrowth rates. In the present 3D simulations, however, the evolution is rapid beausethe symmetry in the azimuthal diretion is broken. Individual louds are shearedout relatively quikly, and also begin to merge with nearby louds. Nevertheless,beause MRI-driven turbulene eventually dominates both the initially-thermally-
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unstable and initially-two-phase models, at late times the two are indistinguishable.On top of the initial onditions given above, we add pressure perturbations witha white noise spetrum at the 0.1% level to seed the TI and MRI. In the next setion,we desribe results from our standard run in detail, and omment on di�erenes withthe other runs as is appropriate.
3.3 Results
3.3.1 Overall Evolution
Figures 3.1 and 3.2 are volume renderings of the 3D density data ube, from our runwith �duial parameters, and resolution 2563, at t = 1:0 and 9:0 orbits. The earlydevelopment of both TI and MRI in the present set of 3D simulations is quite similarto the development previously desribed for 2D simulations in Paper I. Initially thegas is thermally unstable. The ooling time sale is muh shorter than the orbitaltime sale, and the gas quikly separates into many small, old louds embedded ina warm ambient medium. This phase of the evolution lasts about 20 Myr, whihis omparable to the 2D simulations of Paper I. The typial size sale of the loudsis about 5 p, onsistent with expetations for the fastest growing modes at theadopted level of ondutivity. The size sale of the louds is still fairly lose to itsinitial distribution in Figure 3.1 at t = 1:0 orbits.After the initial ondensation phase of TI is omplete, large sale galati shearbegins to drive the evolution. Already at t = 2:0 orbits, the louds have beomeelongated in the ŷ diretion. During the �rst few orbits interations take plaebetween nearby louds, whih typially lead to mergers, inreasing the typial sizesale signi�antly. At about t = 4:0 orbits (= 109yrs) the modes of the MRI havegrown signi�antly and now begin to dominate the evolution of the model. The
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Figure 3.1: Volume rendering of density for the standard run at t=1.0 orbits. The\y" diretion is azimuthal in this model, and the \x" diretion is radial. Most ofthe mass is in the old phase, while most of the volume is oupied by the warmphase.
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Figure 3.2: Volume rendering of density for the standard run at t=9.0 orbits.Turbulene due to the MRI has fored gas to higher densities, as well as inreasedthe mass fration of the unstable phase. Many �lamentary strutures are present.
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simulation beomes fully turbulent, drastially altering the dynamis ompared tothe axisymmetri model of Paper I. Shear from the MRI with veloities in all dire-tions, ombined with galati shear with veloities in the azimuthal diretion, leadsto repeated disruptive interations and ollisions between louds. Clouds merge intoan interonneted network, with individual entities existing for only short periods oftime. It is diÆult to onvey the dynamial nature of the simulations to the readerusing only snapshots in time; the animation assoiated with Figures 3.1-3.2 showsthis muh more learly.While the struture remains highly dynami, a quasi-equilibrium saturated stateis established by t � 5 orbits, and the statistial properties of the gas remainrelatively onstant throughout the latter half of the simulation (up to t=10 orbits).The approah to a quasi-steady turbulent state in these models is generally similarto the results for isothermal or adiabati single phase models (e.g. HGB1, HGB2).In the remainder of x3, we disuss details of evolution and quasi-steady properties,similarities and di�erenes from single-phase models, and dependenies on modelparameters.
3.3.2 Density Struture
The density probability distribution funtions (PDFs) from our standard run (at1283) are shown in Figure 3.3 at t = 1; 2:5; 5:0; and 9 orbits. We show both mass-weighted and volume-weighted density PDFs in Panels A-D, and ompare the PDFsof the 1283 and 2563 runs in Panel D. Similar to our results in Paper I, we �nd thatby mass, most of the gas is in the old phase, while the warm phase oupies mostof the volume. After the initial development of TI has ompleted, at t = 1:0 orbits,the mass fration of gas in the warm (F), unstable (G), and old (H) phases is 14%,5%, and 80%, respetively. By volume, 83%, 9%, and 8% of the gas resides in the
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Figure 3.3: Volume (blak line) and mass (grey line) weighted PDFs of densityfor the standard run at t = 1; 2:5, and 5:0 orbits (panels A-C, respetively). InPanel D we ompare the PDFs for our two resolutions of 1283 (thin lines) and2563 (thik lines) at t = 9 orbits. The PDF hanges little between Panels A andB. In Panels C and D the development of the MRI inreases the fration of gasin the unstable phase, and fores gas to higher densities. In Panel D, the higherresolution run ontains trae amounts of gas at more extreme densities.
warm, unstable, and old phases. From t = 1:0 to t = 2:5 orbits (panels A and B ofFigure 3.3) the evolution is driven mainly by galati shear. The size distribution ofthe louds shifts to larger masses through mergers, but the density PDFs over thisinterval vary little. The fration of gas in eah phase hanges by only a few perentduring this time period.In ontrast, between t = 2:5 and t = 5:0, Panels B and C of Figure 3.3, theevolution hanges from being driven primarily by galati shear, to being drivenprimarily by the MRI. The model beomes fully turbulent, and this has a signi�ant
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e�et on the detailed shape of the density PDF. The frations of gas in the warm,unstable, and old phases at t = 5:0 are now 10%, 7%, and 83% by mass, and 84%,8%, and 7% by volume. Near the end of the simulation, at t = 9, the gas frationsare 14%, 18%, and 67% perent by mass and 82%, 10%, and 6% perent by volume.From t = 5 to t = 9, (Panel D of Figure 3.3) the PDF remains very similar, indiatingthat the model has reahed a quasi-steady state. At late times, gas is found at bothlower and higher densities than was previously observed before the development ofthe MRI. Thus, the magnetized turbulene indues both strong ompressions andsigni�ant rarefations. Compared to the maximum (�max) and minimum (�min)densities before the onset of turbulene, �max inreases by an order of magnitudeand �min dereases by a fator of about 3. The fration of gas in the intermediatedensity regime is a fator 2 { 3 larger after the full development of MRI ompared toearly on. The proportion of thermally-unstable gas is never greater than 20% of thewhole (for this set of parameters), but exeeds the proportion of thermally-stablewarm gas during the turbulent stages of evolution.To investigate properties of individual ondensations in our model, we use analgorithm similar to that of CLUMPFIND (Williams et al. 1994). The algorithmwas developed and applied by Gammie et al. (2003) to identify lumps in simulationsof turbulent moleular louds. Briey, the algorithm �rst �nds all loal maximumvalues of density in the omputational volume. All grid ells with a density higherthan a hosen threshold density, nt, are assigned to the nearest loal maximum.This set of ontinuous zones de�nes a lump. The only other parameter needed is asmoothing length, applied to the initial density data ube (see Gammie et al. 2003);we set this to 1.5 grid zones. In Figure 3.4 we show the lump mass spetrum fortwo di�erent hoies of threshold density, nt = 8 and 20 m�3. This mass spetrumis omputed at t = 6:5 orbits. Mass spetra from other late times are similar. With
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Figure 3.4: Mass spetrum of lumps from snapshot at t = 6:5 orbits, with thresh-old densities of 8 and 20 m�3.
nt = 8 m�3, 812 lumps were found, with a minimum lump mass of 5:6 M�, anda maximum mass of 2800 M�. For referene, the total mass in the simulation is2:51� 105 M�. Inreasing the ritial density to nt = 20 m�3, we �nd 168 lumps,with a minimum mass of 35M�, and a maximum mass of 2200M�. For both ases,the peak of the mass spetrum is in the range 100 � 300 M�; the peak inreasesslightly for larger nt.To desribe their shapes, we ompute diagonalized moment of inertia tensorsfor eah lump, following Gammie et al. (2003). Figure 3.5 plots the ratios, foreah lump, of the smallest () and intermediate (b) axes to the largest (a) axis.Prolate-shaped lumps lie near the diagonal line, oblate lumps lie near the rightside vertial axis, and triaxial lumps lie in the enter. Using two dotted lines to
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Figure 3.5: Axis ratios for lumps at t = 6:5 orbits, taking nt = 8 m�3.
demarate these groups, we �nd 38 % of the lumps are prolate, 49 % are triaxial,and 14% are oblate. Although lumps are ertainly not round, typial minimumto maximum axis ratios are about 2:1. \Filaments", with /a=0.1 are ommon,however, and these elongated strutures are easy to pik out in Figure 3.2.
3.3.3 Pressure and Temperature Struture
The pressure PDFs at t = 1; 2:5; 5; and 9 orbits are presented in Figure 3.6. Att = 1, most of the gas falls within a narrow range of pressures, P/k=900-1300K m�3. This is lower than P/k=2000 K m�3 in the initial onditions, due tosystemati ooling in the thermally unstable stage of evolution. The pressure PDFhanges little from t = 1 to t = 2:5 orbits, shown in panels A and B of Figure3.6. With the development of MRI, however, gas is driven to both higher and lower
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Figure 3.6: Volume (blak line) and mass (grey line) PDFs of pressure for thestandard run at t = 1; 2:5; 5:0; and 9 orbits (panels A-D, respetively). Early inthe simulation most of the gas is found in the range of P/k=900-1300 K m�3.The MRI has drastially altered the pressure distribution in Panels C and D.
pressures, as an be seen in Panels C and D, at t = 5 to t = 9 orbits. The meanvolume-weighted pressure at the end of the simulation is slightly lower than thatafter TI has developed, about P/k=1200 K m�3. The pressures in the old andwarm phases are approximately equal in the latter half of the simulation, while thepressure in the intermediate phase is slightly higher, about P/k=1300 K m�3. Thedispersion in pressure early in the simulation is about ÆP=k � 60 K m�3, while latein the simulation this inreases to as muh as ÆP=k � 400K m�3.In Figure 3.7 we show satter plots of pressure against density overlayed on ourmodel ooling urve at t = 1; 2:5; 5; and 9 orbits. We also show ontours of onstanttemperature to indiate the transitions between di�erent phases of gas. Only a
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fration of the zones are inluded beause of the large number of ells ontained inour 3D simulations. Early in the simulation (Panels A and B), the gas is lose topressure equilibrium, although high density gas lies loser to the thermal equilibriumurve. Later in the simulation (Panels C and D), strong interations between loudsan drive gas far from pressure equilibrium. At low densities where the ooling timesale is longer than the dynamial time, gas an be found at pressures as high asP/k=3200 K m�3 and as low as 800 K m�3, a range of a fator four. Muh of thelow-density gas is not in thermal equilibrium. In high density regions there is also awide range of pressures observed (P/k=800-4000 K m�3), but beause the oolingtime is very short (� 104 yr) this gas maintains thermal equilibrium. At early times,distributions of density and pressure are quite similar to the orresponding resultsfrom our 2D models (Paper I) after the nonlinear development of TI. At late times,however, these 3D turbulent models show muh broader pressure distributions thanour 2D models. Overall, the mean pressure averaged over orbits 6-10 is 1206 K m�3.By phase the mean pressure is P=k = 1187, 1324, and 1195 K m�3 in the warm,intermediate and old phases.Also of interest are the temperature PDFs, shown in Figure 3.8 at the sametimes as in Figure 3.3. In Panels C and D, the fration of gas in the intermediatetemperature phase has inreased, and gas is also found at older temperatures thanare present earlier in the simulation. The minimum temperature is 80K, and re-spetively 60% and 68% of the gas mass is found between 80-120K at t = 1 and 2:5orbits. At t = 5 and 9 orbits, on the other hand, respetively 30% and 18% of thegas is found at temperatures below 80K, while respetively another 32% and 31% ofgas is at T=80-120 K. The range of temperatures in whih the majority of old gas isfound inreases by about a fator of two. The upper limit on temperature inreasesslightly throughout the run, but in addition, the dispersion of temperatures in the
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Figure 3.7: Satter plot of n and P=k for the standard run, at t = 1; 2:5; 5:0; and9 orbits (panels A-D, respetively). The equilibrium ooling urve is plotted foromparison, along with temperature ontours orresponding to the transitionsbetween the warm, unstable, and old phases of gas.
warm medium inreases. At early times, �80% of the warm gas is in the rangeT=6600-8600K, whereas at late times, 80% is evenly distributed over twie as largea spread in temperatures.Figure 3.9 ompares the volume-weighted temperature PDFs of four runs of dif-ferent mean density. These four runs have average densities of �n = 4:0; 1:5; 1:0, and0:67 m�3 and, as we shall disuss in x3.3.4, the mean veloity dispersion inreases byan order of magnitude from the highest to lowest mean density models. The PDFsin Figure 3.9 represent averages from 6.0-6.5 orbits. At intermediate and high tem-peratures, the PDFs for these runs are quite similar. Most of the warm gas is atT=6000-8000 K, with Tmax � 10000 K. Most of the old phase is at temperatures
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Figure 3.8: Volume (blak line) and mass (grey line) weighted temperature PDFsfor the standard run at t = 1; 2:5; 5:0; and 9 orbits (panels A-D). As for thedensity PDF, the temperature PDF hanges little between Panels A and B. InPanels C and D the development of the MRI fores gas to higher density, whihresults in the lower temperatures seen in Panels C and D. In addition, the rangesof temperatures for the warm and old gas peaks also inrease.
near 100 K, possibly showing a slight trend towards higher mean temperature as �nis dereased. Overall there is less gas at lower temperature when �n is redued, be-ause the total mass available for old louds is lower. In addition to having similarwarm and old gas temperatures, the models with various �n are similar in that thefrations of gas in the intermediate- and warm-temperature regimes are always quitelose. These results are illustrated in Figure 3.10, whih plots the mass frations inthe various regimes as a funtion of �n (also inluding the �n = 0:25 model).Overplotted in Figure 3.10 are urves indiating the warm and old gas massfrations that a pure two-phase medium would have. The mass fration of old
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Figure 3.9: Comparison of volume-weighted temperature PDFs for runs with n =0:67; 1:0; 1:5; and 4.0 m�3, as indiated. The PDFs are averaged over t = 6:0�6:5orbits. The temperature struture is essentially the same, but as the averagedensity is dereased, the old gas oupies a smaller total volume, lowering thePDF at low temperature.
gas in a perfet two-phase medium in thermal and pressure equilibrium is f =(1 � nw=�n)=(1 � nw=n) � 1 � nw=�n, where n is the old density, nw is the warmdensity, and �n is the mean density. The mass fration of warm gas is then fw � nw=�n.The density of warm gas in our simulations is typially nw = 0:25, whih we use toompute the theoretial urves in Figure 3.10.The possibility exists that our hoie of initial onditions in the standard run, auniform medium at the average density, may have some e�et on the amount of gasin the intermediate phase at late times. Due to TI, initially most of the gas olletsinto small , dense old louds, and only a small proportion of the gas remains in
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Figure 3.10: Mass frations for the old, unstable, and warm phases as a funtionof mean simulation density, �n. The dotted and solid lines represent the theoretialmass frations of the old and warm phases, respetively, for a perfet two-phasemedium in pressure equilibrium, assuming the density of the warm medium isnw = 0:25 m�3, whih is typial for our simulations.
the thermally unstable regime. Later in the simulation, the MRI drives a largerfration of gas into the unstable phase. It is possible that if we had begun with aturbulent medium, this fration would be even larger, from inreased shok heatingof moderate density louds with larger ollision ross setions. To investigate this,we initialized a simulation with the same mean density and magneti �eld as ourstandard run, but evolved it with an isothermal equation of state. The sound speedwas set so that the initial P=k mathes late time averages from our standard run.After the isothermal evolution has proeeded for 10 orbits and reahed a saturatedturbulent state, heating and ooling are enabled. After a quasi-steady state is
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reestablished, we measure the mass frations in the warm, intermediate, and oldregimes. The result is respetive proportions of about 11%, 14%, and 75%, whihis similar to our results from standard run. Thus, we onlude that the long-termthermal history does not strongly a�et the present state of the gas.
3.3.4 Turbulent Veloities
In Figure 3.11 we plot the mass-weighted Mah number M � Æv=s of the gas ineah thermal phase (warm, intermediate, old) as a funtion of time for the durationof the simulation. We also inlude, for omparison, the mass-weighted Mah numberof the old medium for the high resolution run at 2563. The isothermal sound speeds = (kT=�)1=2 is omputed individually for all grid zones, and the galati shear issubtrated from the azimuthal (vy) veloity before omputing Æv2 = v2x+(Ævy)2+v2z .Initially, motions in all three phases of the gas are subsoni, M < 0:3, and remainso until the MRI begins to develop at about 800 Myr (� 3 orbits). One the MRIsaturates (at t � 5 orbits), the typial Mah numbers of the warm, intermediateand old phases of the gas are 0.4, 1.8, and 2.9. The peak value of M for the oldphase is about 3.2. The mean late time veloity dispersion for all three phases ofthe gas is similar, approximately 2:7 km s�1. At late times, the individual veloitydispersions in the radial, azimuthal, and vertial diretions are 1.9, 1.7, and 0.7km s�1, respetively.To explore the dependene of saturated state turbulene on system parameters,for our �ve simulations of varying mean density �n we have omputed the averageMah number over t = 5 � 10 orbits. We plot the results, separating the threethermal phases, as a funtion of �n in Figure 3.12. The relationships betweenM and�n learly follow power laws. The slopes for the warm, intermediate and old phasesare d lnM=d ln �n = �0:67;�0:68 and -0.77. Sine the old omponent dominates the
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Figure 3.11: Mass weighted Mah number for the three phases of gas in the stan-dard model. The average Mah number for the seond half of the simulation is0.4, 1.8, and 2.9 for the warm, unstable, and old phases. For omparison we alsoplot the mass weighted Mah number of the old medium for the high resolution2563 run.
mass, this implies (Æv) / (�n)�0:77 overall. For our � = 1000 model at �n = 1 m�3,the saturated state Mah numbers are 0.3, 1.1, and 1.6 for the warm, intermediate,and old phases. Our results are thus onsistent with general �ndings from previousMRI simulations that saturated-state turbulent amplitudes inrease with inreasingmean Alfv�en speed. The detailed salings, however, show interesting di�erenes,whih we shall disuss in x3.4.We have found that the turbulene is quite insensitive to partiularities of stru-ture in initial onditions. Thus, our model whih began with a two phase \loudy"medium, with the same initial mean density as our standard run, saturates with
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Figure 3.12: Mah number, separated by phase, plotted against the average den-sity in the box for �ve di�erent simulations. Mean densities of models are�n = 0:25; 0:67; 1:0; 1:5 and 4:0 m�3. Linear �ts to the results give power lawslopes of -0.67, -0.68 and -0.77 for the warm, unstable, and old phases, respe-tively.
nearly the same veloity amplitude as the standard run. The initially-isothermalrun whih was restarted with ooling also yielded similar results to the standardrun, with Mah numbers of 0.4, 1.7, and 2.8 for the warm, intermediate and oldphases. The saturated state of the isothermal simulation itself has a Mah numberof 1.4, orresponding to mean veloity dispersion 4:0 km s�1, somewhat larger thanfor our ooling models at this �duial mean density. Di�erenes between isothermaland multiphase models are likely to depend on �n, however.The average Reynolds stress, h�vxÆvyi=P0, from t = 5 � 10 orbits is plottedagainst the mean density for �n = 4:0; 1:5; 1:0; 0:67; and 0.25 m�3 in Figure 3.13.
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Figure 3.13: Reynolds stress plotted against the mean density for �ve di�erentsimulations with �n = 0:25; 0:67; 1:0; 1:5 and 4:0 m�3. A �t gives a power lawslope of -1.1.
The relationship again follows a power law, with a slope of -1.1.The veloity power spetra are generally onsistent with previous simulations ofthe MRI (Hawley, Gammie, & Balbus 1995; Kim, Ostriker, & Stone 2003). Thelargest sales dominate the simulation, generally following a Kolmogorov-like spe-trum, � k�11=3. Our quoted values for the veloity dispersions therefore orrespondto the largest sales in the simulations. On smaller sales, suh as an individualloud, the veloity dispersion would be smaller. We have tested the relation be-tween linewidth and size diretly, using the \ROC" analysis approah desribed inOstriker, Stone, & Gammie (2001). Both for the old omponent alone, and for thewhole medium, we �nd that the veloity dispersion inreases with the size of louds,or sub-boxes of the omputational volume.
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3.3.5 Magneti Fields
Similarly to the (random) kineti energy, the magneti energy inreases as the MRIdevelops. In Figure 3.14 we plot the magneti �eld strength as a funtion of timefor eah of the three phases of gas. In the initial onditions, B = Bz = 0:26 �G.After TI develops, the �eld strength is 0:25 �G for the warm phase, and about0:5 �G for the (denser) unstable and old phases. As the MRI develops, aftert = 5 orbits, the �eld strength grows to range over 2 � 3 �G for all three phases,reahing as high as 4:1 �G in the old phase. The late time omponent magneti�eld strengths, hB2xi1=2; hB2yi1=2; and hB2z i1=2 are 1.3, 1.9, and 0.51 �G, averagedover t = 6 � 10 orbits. Thus, the MRI enhanes the magneti �eld by an order ofmagnitude over its initial value. We note that if overdense louds were to form byisotropi ontration of the ambient medium, then one would expet hB2i1=2 / �2=3.With a old medium density two orders of magnitude larger than that of the warmmedium, the respetive mean �eld strengths would di�er by a fator 20. Sine thisis not the ase, ondensation evidently proeeds preferentially along �eld lines.To explore dependene on mean properties, in Figure 3.15 the late time magneti�eld strength, averaged over �ve orbits, is plotted against the mean density in thebox for �ve simulations with �n = 4:0; 1:5; 1:0; and 0.67 m�3. Unlike the turbulentveloity dispersions, the B �eld strength does not show any signi�ant trend with �n,saturating between 2 and 3 �G. The �eld strength also does not di�er signi�antlybetween the old, intermediate, and warm phases for any of the models. As amarginal e�et, the �eld strength in the warm medium dereases as �n inreases.Unlike the magneti energy density, the Maxwell stress does show dependeneon �n. This stress, h�BxBy=4�i=P0, is averaged over t = 5 � 10 orbits and plottedagainst the mean density for �ve simulations with �n = 4:0; 1:5; 1:0; 0:67 and 0.25
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Figure 3.14: Magneti �eld strength plotted against time for the standard run(with initial � = 100, i.e. (Bz)init = 0:26 �G). The typial saturated state �eldstrength is 2 � 3 �G, with little di�erene between the three phases. For om-parison we also plot the �eld strength in the old medium for the high resolution2563 run.
m�3 in Figure 3.16. For the data shown, a power law �t yields slope -0.42. Previoussingle-phase MRI simulations show somewhat di�erent salings of Maxwell stressesand magneti energies, as we shall disuss in x3.4.The power spetra of the magneti �eld, like the veloity power spetra, is onsis-tent with previous simulations of the MRI (Hawley, Gammie, & Balbus 1995; Kim,Ostriker, & Stone 2003), dominated by the largest sales and generally following aKolmogorov-like spetrum.
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Figure 3.15: Late time magneti �eld strength as a funtion of density for �veruns with �n = 0:25; 0:67; 1:0; 1:5 and 4:0 m�3.
3.3.6 Energetis
Traking the hanges in various energies is key to understanding the interrelation-ships between dynamis and thermodynamis in turbulent ows. For the models wehave performed, the ultimate energy soure is the shear ow, whih drives the MRI.In turn, turbulent dissipation an onvert kineti and magneti energy to thermalenergy, whih an subsequently be lost to radiation. More formally, following HGB1,we onsider the average over the box of the total energy per unit volume,

hHi = ���12v2 + E� � q
2x22 �+ B28�� : (3.5)
Changes to this energy an our due to losses or gains from radiation, and fromuxes through and stresses on the surfae of the omputational volume. With
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Figure 3.16: Maxwell stress as a funtion of mean density for �ve runs with �n =0:25; 0:67; 1:0; 1:5 and 4:0 m�3. A �t gives a power-law slope of -0.42.
shearing-periodi boundary onditions, the net rate of hange should ideally obeyddthHi = q
��vxÆvy � BxBy4� �+ h��Li: (3.6)
Thus, if quasi-steady state is reahed, we would then expet dhHi=dt = 0, and thesum of stresses times q
 to equal the ooling rate. In steady state, from equation(3) the total rate of work done by the ombination of ompressions and shoks,h�Pr�vi+ h��E�t �shoksi, plus any other dissipation, should also be balaned by thenet ooling, h�Li.In the upper panel of Figure 3.17 we plot (for our another realization of ourstandard run) the rate of work done by Reynolds and Maxwell stresses per unitvolume. The late-time volume-averaged energy inputs from Maxwell and Reynoldsstresses are 3.7 and 0.6 (in units of P0
=2�). The Maxwell stress dominates the
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Reynolds stress, whih is typial in simulations of the MRI. In the lower panel ofFigure 3.17 we plot the volume averaged shok heating, radiative heating - oolingrates, �h�Li, and pressure work, �hPr � vi, as a funtion of time. The sum ofthese three terms is approximately zero during the �rst few orbits of the simulation.Later in the simulation there is typially either net heating or ooling at any par-tiular time, but the late time averages - individually, 1.0, -0.7, and -0.3 (in units ofP0
=2�) for shok, radiation, and pressure terms - sum to zero. Thus, on average,radiative losses exeed radiative gains, ooling by rarefations exeeds heating byompressions, and together these net loss terms balane gains in shoks. The meanenergy density typially varies by 10% during the latter half of the simulation.If total energy were perfetly onserved, as noted above, the energy inputs fromMaxwell and Reynolds stresses would be balaned by net ooling. The energy sourefor this radiative ooling would, in turn, be provided by ompressive work anddissipation of turbulene. The present simulation, however, in fat aptures onlypart of the turbulent dissipation { that in shok heating, as mediated by arti�ialvisosity. In addition, both magneti and kineti turbulent energy are lost at thegrid sale. Oppositely-direted magneti �elds and shear ows, when adveted into asingle zone, are averaged to zero. Sine ZEUS evolves a (non-onservative) internalenergy equation rather than a total energy equation, the assoiated energy fromthose small-sale sheared v and B �elds is lost. In priniple, these dissipation termsould be aptured if expliit resistivity and shear visosity were inluded.
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Figure 3.17: In Panel A (upper) we show volume averaged energy input ratesfrom Maxwell and Reynolds stresses plotted against time for a run with standardparameters. In Panel B (lower) we plot the volume averaged energy density gainand loss rates of shok heating, radiative heating - ooling, and �P (r � v) work,plotted against time, for the same run.
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3.3.7 Syntheti Line Pro�les
Although the present simulations are highly idealized in many ways (e.g. they arevertially periodi rather than strati�ed), it is interesting to explore model propertiesthat bear a lose relation to observables. The pro�les of 21 m HI absorption diretlytrae the density, temperature, and turbulent veloities of the atomi ISM via a line-of-sight onvolution. Using our simulated \data," we an generate analogous mapsof line pro�les projeted in any diretion through the omputational volume. Figures3.18, 3.19, and 3.20 show syntheti emission pro�le maps for our standard modelalong the x, y, and z diretions. We also present, paired with eah line-of-sightveloity pro�le, the orresponding distribution of total emission with line-of-sightposition. Eah of the 8�8 windows on the map represents a volume of 32�32�256zones, integrated over the projeted area. For eah zone, the ontribution to emissionis proportional to the density, with a Gaussian veloity distribution entered on theow veloity, and dispersion =pkT=�. Strong lines indiate more total mass alonga given line of sight, and weak lines indiate less mass. Sine most of the mass inour standard model is in the old phase, a strong line indiates the presene of old,dense gas.For Figures 3.18, 3.19, and 3.20 the mean line widths of the veloity pro�les are1.8, 1.9, and 1.7 km s�1. Without thermal broadening the line widths are reduedto 1.0, 1.3, and 0.7 km s�1, whih is onsistent with the time-averaged veloity dis-persions in the radial, azimuthal, and vertial diretions reported in x3.3.4. Mostof the veloity pro�les are single-peaked, and would likely be interpreted as arisingfrom one to three emitting omponents if a standard Gaussian �tting proedure wereapplied. However, our results show that in many ases several spatially-separatedomponents are distintly evident in the line-of-sight mass distributions. Veloity
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Figure 3.18: Position and veloity pro�le map in Y-Z plane, for standard runprojeted along x̂. Dark lines show integrated emission pro�les as a funtion of vxalong the line-of-sight diretion. Light lines show pro�les of emission as a funtionof x integrated over line-of-sight veloity.
pro�le broadening and skewness statistially give evidene that more than one om-ponent is present, but we �nd no orrelation between inreased spatial ohereneand inreased veloity pro�le symmetry in any given diretion. We do not ob-serve any struture whih shows two distint lines. The absene of veloity pro�leswith two distint peaks owes in part to the thermal broadening, whih smears outsmaller sale features. However, the primary reason that pro�les are single-peakedis that veloity modes at a large range of wavenumbers are present in saturatedstate MRI-driven turbulene. Sine there is no single dominant wavelength alongthe line-of-sight, the range of veloities is smoothly �lled.
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Figure 3.19: Same as Figure 3.18, for X-Z map projeted along ŷ.
The spatial resolution of the syntheti observations was doubled to determine ifthe struture of the veloity pro�les would be a�eted. Generally, the line pro�lesremain single-peaked, whether or not well-separated spatial omponents are present.In Figure 3.21 we show veloity pro�les for the warm gas only, and do not inludethermal broadening. The line-of-sight position pro�le (also in Figure 3.21) showsthat the warm gas is spatially muh more uniformly distributed than the old gas,whih dominates the pro�les in Figures 3.18 - 3.20. Interestingly, however, theintermediate-temperature gas is always assoiated with old ondensations. This islearly seen in Figure 3.22, whih shows slies through the volume both before andafter the onset of strong turbulene.The line pro�les for runs with di�erent mean density are very similar to the
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Figure 3.20: Same as Figure 3.18, for X-Y map projeted along ẑ.
standard run. They typially show a single omponent with oasional evidenefor a weaker seond omponent. As the mean density is dereased to n = 0:67 and0:25 m�3, the line widths inrease to 2.0, 2.2, and 1.9 km s�1, and 4.8, 4.7, and4.5 km s�1, respetively. Without thermal broadening the line widths are reduedto 1.1, 1.5, and 0.74 km s�1, and 2.2, 2.2, and 1.1 km s�1, respetively. A similartrend of dereasing line width with inreasing mean density is also observed.
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Figure 3.21: Same as Figure 3.18, for warm gas only, without thermal broadening.

Figure 3.22: A slie at y=onstant through the data ube showing the distributionof old, unstable, and warm gas, before and after the MRI has begun to dominateth e dynamis.
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3.4 Summary and Disussion
In this paper, we present results from a set of numerial MHD simulations that fouson the interrelationship between turbulene and thermal struture. The models wehave performed are three dimensional, and inlude sheared galati rotation andmagneti �elds. Turbulene therefore is generated by the magnetorotational insta-bility. We also inlude a radiative ooling funtion that, in pressure equilibrium,would yield a two-phase medium. The two fundamental issues we have addressedare (1) how loudy struture alters the saturated-state properties and salings ofMRI-driven turbulene, ompared to single-phase MRI models, and (2) how turbu-lene that is not driven by diret (stellar) thermal energy inputs a�ets the thermalbalane and phase struture in the warm/old atomi medium.
3.4.1 Summary of Model Results
Our primary �ndings are as follows:1. Evolution and physial struture: A two-phase loudy medium with manysmall louds develops in the �rst 20 Myr of our simulations. Over time, due initiallyto galati shear, and later (t > 5 orbits) to MRI-driven turbulene, these loudsundergo a ontinual series of mergers and disruptions, leading to a late-time statein whih the mass funtion of ondensations peaks at a few hundred M�. The denseondensations are triaxial, and typially have max:min axis ratios of 2:1. Theyonsist of old gas lumps surrounded by envelopes of thermally-unstable gas; �llingall of the remaining volume is thermally-stable warm gas.2. Density and temperature distributions: For the range of parameters we haveexplored, in late stages of evolution most of the gas mass is in the old phase,while most of the volume is oupied by the warm phase. While the proportion of
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thermally-unstable intermediate-temperature gas in a given model inreases after theadvent of MRI, at all stages the density and temperature PDFs show distint warmand old phases, with a varying amount of material in the \non-equilibrium" valleybetween these peaks. The peaks, near T = 100 K and T = 8000 K, also broadenas the turbulene develops. The relative proportions in eah phase depend on themean density, varying from 95% old gas when the mean density �n = 4:0 m�3,to 50% old gas when �n = 0:25 m�3. The frations of thermally-unstable gasand warm gas are always omparable to eah other. Inreasing levels of turbuleneyield inreasing proportions of thermally-unstable gas. Relative to the proportionspredited for a two-phase, quiesent medium in thermal and pressure equilibrium,inreasing turbulene also tends to inrease the fration of old gas, while dereasingthe fration of warm stable gas.3. Pressure: We initialize our models at P=k = 2000 K m�3, but seularooling in the stages before MRI develops leaves the gas in approximate pressureequilibrium (�P= �P < 0:1) at a lower mean pressure of P=k = 1300 K m�3, nearthe minimum for whih two stable gas phases an be present. After MRI develops,pressures over a muh wider range of values (�P= �P � 0:5), with a maximum atP=k � 4000 K m�3, but relatively unhanged mean value ( �P=k = 1200 K m�3).4. Turbulent veloities: After the MRI saturates at � 5 orbits, the turbulentveloity dispersion reahes a quasi-steady plateau { albeit with utuations of� 30%in amplitude. For our �duial model with �n = 1 m�3, the mean late time (3D)veloity dispersion is Æv � hv2x+(Ævy)2+v2zi1=2 � 2:7 km s�1 for all three omponents.This veloity orresponds to mean Mah numbers of 0.4, 1.8 and 2.9 in the warm,intermediate, and old phases. We examined the e�et of mean density on theveloity dispersion, and found that Æv / �n�0:77 overall, with slightly shallower slopefor the warm gas alone. Our results show, additionally, that the Reynolds stress,
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h�vxÆvyi, varies with mean density / �n�1:1. We �nd that the in-plane omponentsof the veloity dispersion exeed the omponent perpendiular to the disk by abouta fator of two.5. Magneti �elds: For the present set of models, we have adopted initial ondi-tions with a uniform vertial magneti �eld of strength 0:26 �G. The MRI enhanesthe �eld by an order of magnitude, so that hB2i1=2 is typially 2� 3 �G late in thesimulation. The �eld strength is similar (within � 20%) in all three phases of gas,and there is no signi�ant trend of �eld strength with mean simulation density �n.However, we �nd that the Maxwell stress, h�BxBy=(4�)i, varies with mean density/ �n�0:4.6. Syntheti line pro�les: As a demonstration of the potential for employing sim-ulations to interpret observational diagnostis, we have omputed maps of synthetiline pro�les from sample data ubes. We �nd that the line pro�les are generallysingle-peaked (although in some ases would require two or three omponents if astandard Gaussian �tting sheme were performed). In no ase did we identify twodistint veloity omponents, even though there are distint loud strutures presentalong many lines of sight. Beause turbulene has a smooth power spetrum, thiskind of overlap in veloity spae is inevitable.Our results have several interesting impliations for interpreting ISM observa-tions, and it is also interesting to ompare with reent numerial and theoretialwork on the ISM and on MRI dynamis. We onlude by disussing these onne-tions.
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3.4.2 The Multiphase MRI and Saturated-State Turbulene
High levels of turbulene are observed both in the atomi gas of the Milky Way, andin that of external spiral galaxies, and it has been suggested that the MRI ould bean important ontributor to this turbulene, espeially in the outer parts of galaxieswhere there is little star formation. Our models are the �rst (to our knowledge) toaddress this issue diretly with an appropriate physial model { namely, one thatadmits two stable thermal phases, suh that the MRI must develop in a loudymedium with density ontrasts of 100 between lumps and di�use gas. While theturbulent veloity that develops in our �duial model with mean density �n = 1 m�3is relatively modest, the saling of the turbulent amplitude with �n is quite steep,suh that Æv � 8 km s�1 is predited when �n = 0:2 m�3.The saling of turbulent veloity dispersion with mean density indiates thatMRI may play a signi�ant role in the outer regions of the galaxy. Beyond the pointin the Milky Way where the stellar surfae density drops, the gas sale height rapidlyinreases, and the volume density orrespondingly dereases; this sort of disk aringis also seen in external galaxies. In the Wol�re et al. (2003) Milky Way model,for example, �n falls below 0:2 m�3 at R = 15 kp. The outer-galaxy pressure inthe Wol�re et al. (2003) model is nevertheless high enough for old-phase gas tobe present, so that if it were not turbulent, then a thin gravitationally unstablelayer would develop.1 Our results suggest that the MRI ould be maintaining high-amplitude turbulene, and hene suppressing star formation, in the far outer Milky1For a old layer without turbulene, the value of the Toomre Q is < 1:5 (the threshold forinstability) for R� > 12 kp� 1M� p�2, where � is the gas surfae density. Wol�re et al. (2003)show that old gas is expeted to be present at all radii out to 18 kp. Sine � is estimated toexeed 3M� p�2 inside this radius, even if only 20% of the gas is in the old omponent, the layerwould be gravitationally unstable.
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Way and other spiral galaxies. We note that the inrease in sale height is neessaryfor this to hold; sine the minimum MRI wavelength / �n�1, MRI-driven turbulenean only be sustained in a suÆiently thik disk.Even in the inner disk, our results suggest that MRI may be a signi�ant on-tributor to turbulene in the ISM. At a mean inner-Galaxy (R < 10 kp) midplanedensity of �n = 0:6 m�3 (Dikey & Lokman 1990; Wol�re et al. 2003), our re-sults would predit Æv � 4 km s�1. Away from the midplane where the densitydrops, the turbulent amplitudes would inrease. The mean inner-disk vertial mag-neti �eld strength may also be somewhat larger than the �duial value we haveadopted (Han, Manhester, & Qiao (1999) obtained hBzi = 0:37 �G from pulsarobservations), whih would tend to inrease the amplitude of the turbulene. Amore extensive parameter survey { allowing for disk strati�ation, varying saleheight, and di�ering initial �eld strengths and distributions { is needed to quantifymore fully the expeted ontribution from MRI to turbulent amplitudes in the ISM.Another important question is whether MRI development ould be quantitativelyaltered by interation with large-sale perturbations driven by supernovae or spiralshoks. We defer onsideration of this interesting issue to future work.Diret omparisons between simulations and observations regarding levels of tur-bulene and magneti �eld strength as a funtion of loal parameters would be veryuseful. Unfortunately, observations at this time do not permit suh omparisons tobe made. HI veloity dispersions in the Milky Way an only be measured within �1 kp of the Sun (e.g. Lokman & Gehman (1991); Heiles & Troland (2003)). Inexternal near-fae-on galaxies, observed (vertial) veloity dispersions ombine bothturbulent and thermal ontributions, and these values do not vary seularly withgalati radii (although dispersions are signi�ant) even well beyond the optial disk(see x1). Magneti �eld strengths in the Milky Way beyond � 10 kp have not been
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measured diretly (i.e. with Faraday rotation; see e.g. Han, Ferriere, & Manhester(2004)). For both the Milky Way and external galaxies, one may use synhrotronemission (Bek 2004) to obtain the produt of the magneti and osmi ray energydensities as a funtion of galati radius, but sine the equipartition assumptionneed not be satis�ed everywhere, this does not yield a B-�eld strength exept lo-ally, where eletron osmi-ray and gamma-ray observations an be made. MilkyWay outer-galaxy �eld strengths of 2-3 � G are onsistent with synhrotron/osmiray models of Strong, Moskalenko, & Reimer (2000).The salings we �nd for MRI amplitudes show interesting di�erenes from thoseobtained with single-phase gaseous media, in previous adiabati and isothermalsimulations. In the shearing-box models of HGB1, HGB2, and Sano et al. (2004),all of the measures of turbulene sale together { i.e. hB2i / h�BxByi / h�(Æv)2i /h�vxÆvyi. For simulations with net vertial magneti ux, HGB1 further reportedthat these stresses and energy densities sale / Lz
vA;z=2s, where vA;z and s arethe initial Alfv�en speed and sound speed, respetively. Sano et al. (2004), on theother hand, identify a saling of stresses / v3=2A;z in the mean Alfv�en speed, and alsodemonstrate that the pressure dependene of the saturated-state stresses are veryweak.While we have not surveyed ases with di�ering magneti �eld strengths, ourmodels at varying mean density have varying vA;z. At �xed mean Bz, the single-phase medium simulations ited above would predit salings / �n�1=2 or / �n�3=4for hB2i, h�(Æv)2i, and the stresses. For our loudy-medium simulations, we in fat�nd that hB2i is nearly independent of �n, while other salings in our models areeither in the same range as the single-phase preditions (i.e. h�(Æv)2i / �n�0:54 andh�BxByi / �n�0:4 ), or slightly steeper (h�vxÆvyi / �n�1:1). Interestingly, 3D MRIsimulations in radiation-dominated disks (Turner et al. 2003), whih like our models
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ontain strong density ontrasts, also show a steep dependene of the stress / v2A;z.The reason for the di�erene between single-phase and loudy-medium results forsaturated-state hB2i salings is not yet lear, but the lak of dependene on �n in ourmodels suggests that loal, rather than global, properties of the gas determine the�eld strength that develops. The densities in the di�use phase and in the dense phaseare similar for all our models; only the �lling fator of old louds di�ers appreiably.If the saturated-state �eld strength depends on the reonnetion rate, and thisdepends on loal gas densities and �eld geometry, then the fat that these propertiesare the same in all our two-phase models might explain the lak of dependene ofhB2i on �n. Our isothermal model, whih has less-kinked magneti �eld, and typial(log) densities midway between log(nwarm) � �1 and log(nold) � 1, indeed hassaturated-state values of the RMS �eld strength 20-50% higher than the standardrun (3:5 �G in the isothermal model, ompared to 2.4, 2.7, and 2.9 �G in the F,G, and H phases for the standard run). Further study, with partiular fous on therate and spatial distribution of reonnetion, is needed to larify this issue.While the saturated-state magneti �eld strength depends on a balane be-tween MRI-driven ampli�ation and (numerial or true resistive) dissipation, thesaturated-state veloity dispersion depends on a balane between MRI driving andlosses in shoks, ompressions, and (numerial or true visous) shear dissipation.Sine turbulent veloities are similar in all the gas omponents, while the mass isonentrated in the old louds, in Paper I we proposed that the loud ollision timemay be a good proxy for the kineti energy dissipation time. The kineti energydissipated per unit time per unit mass is then _Ediss � (Æv)3��=(rl�l), where rl is aloud size and �l � �old is the gas density within louds. The kineti energy inputrate per unit mass due to MRI is an order-unity onstant times 
h�BxByi=(4���).Balaning inputs with dissipation, and using h�BxByi / ���0:4 from our simulations,
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this predits a saling for the saturated-state veloity dispersion Æv / ���0:8. Thispredition indeed agrees well with the veloity dispersion saling measured diretlyfrom our simulations, Æv / ���0:77. Of ourse, this saling annot ontinue to arbi-trarily low density, beause the MRI beomes stabilized if the wavelength (/ 1=p�)exeeds the height of the disk.In previous analyti work on magnetized loud-loud ollisions Cli�ord & Elmegreen(1983) argued that e�etive loud ross setions should vary / (��Æv)�2=3. Althoughwe do not measure this e�et diretly, it would not be expeted to hange our resultssigni�antly. Taking this into aount for rl in the above analysis, the preditedpower-law saling exponent for Æv with �� hanges by only 0.02.
3.4.3 Struture and Thermodynamis of the Atomi ISM
As noted above, our results show only minor di�erenes between typial magneti�eld strengths in gas of di�erent phases, with the old medium having slightly higherB. If ux were frozen to the gas, and old louds ontrated isotropially out of thewarm ISM due to TI, then the �eld strengths would di�er by a fator 20 betweendi�use and dense phases. Evidently, however, this is not the ase: observationally,Heiles (2004) reports the B-�elds in old atomi louds are no stronger than in thedi�use ISM overall. Our models are onsistent with this result, in part beauselouds in fat do not ondense isotropially (but instead preferentially gather ma-terial along �eld lines), and in part beause �eld lines an di�use relative to matter(in our models, this is purely numerial, but turbulent di�usion is likely to play thesame physial role).Syntheti line pro�les of the sort we have omputed are potentially of greatvalue in interpreting observations of the ISM, and in partiular, the emission andabsorption pro�les of the 21 m hydrogen line. Ensemble properties of the atomi
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ISM, inluding the turbulent veloity dispersion for the old gas separately, an beunambiguously obtained from observed position-veloity data ubes. Our resultsillustrate the diÆulty, however, in diserning detailed (loal) strutural propertiesof the ISM diretly from line pro�les, due to overlapping in veloity spae (f. Os-triker, Stone, & Gammie 2001). Fortunately, reent work has demonstrated thatanalysis tehniques alibrated using simulations an be used to extrat fundamen-tal statistial properties suh as power spetra from CO observations of turbulentmoleular louds (e.g. Brunt et al. (2003); Heyer & Brunt (2004)), and it will beinteresting to test whether the same holds true for HI gas.What do we onlude regarding the dynamis/thermodynamis onnetion in theturbulent atomi ISM? As alluded to in x1, reent observations (Heiles & Troland2003) have suggested that at least 30% of the HI gas at high latitudes (whereblending due to galati rotation is minimized) is in the thermally-unstable regime(T = 500� 5000 K). Another 30% of the HI mass at high latitudes is estimated tobe warm, thermally-stable gas.2 Interestingly, we �nd that in our simulations, thewarm and thermally-unstable gas mass frations are also always very similar. Inour models, the warm+unstable mass fration only approahes 50% for the lowest-�nase; at �n = 0:67m�3, the warm+unstable gas omprises 30% of the total mass.However, exept at the lowest �n, the turbulent amplitudes in our models are alsosomewhat lower than in the real ISM, so in part the lower warm+unstable frationswe �nd may owe to lower rates of turbulent dissipation. In addition, as disussedin x3.6, beause our numerial method is non-onservative, a signi�ant fration ofthe input turbulent energy from the MRI is lost without being thermalized. Our2At low latitudes, however, there is a very strong peak in the total gas olumn at T � 8000�9000K in the Heiles & Troland (2003) data, suggesting that midplane gas may be muh more likelyto be in thermal equilibrium.
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method therefore underestimates the heating rate. This may be espeially true inhigh density regions where the magneti �eld urvature is large, so that the urrentdensity J = r � B is large, and the resistive heating / jJj2 should also be large.We intend to explore this issue in future work inorporating expliit resistivity,also omparing with results using a onservative algorithm to update the energyequation.Overall, our results are onsistent with the reent work of Audit & Hennebelle(2005), who performed high resolution 2D simulations of a onverging ow in whihturbulene develops, using a ooling funtion very similar to ours. The temperatureand density PDFs from their models are qualitatively similar to ours, in partiularshowing evidene for the existene of a two-phase medium even in the most turbulentase. Similar to our results, they found that the proportion of thermally-unstablegas inreases with the amplitude of turbulene. For their least turbulent model,about 10% of the gas was thermally unstable, while this fration inreased to 30%in models with larger turbulent amplitudes.Other reent work, based on simulations that inlude modeled e�ets of starformation via presriptions for OB star heating (e.g. V�azquez-Semadeni, Gazol, &Salo (2000); Gazol et al. (2001); V�azquez-Semadeni et al. (2003)) and supernovae(e.g. Rosen & Bregman (1995); Korpi et al. (1999); de Avillez (2000); Wada, Spaans,& Kim (2000); Wada & Norman (2001a); Wada (2001b); Balsara et al. (2004); MaLow et al. (2005)), have found signi�ant frations of gas in the unstable phase,and many have advoated for a shift away from the lassial two- or three-phasemedium onept towards more of a \phase ontinuum" desription. However, theformer set of models have energy inputs from \star formation" in old atomi gas(rather than in self-gravitating moleular louds), whih likely leads to overesti-mating the amount of thermally-unstable gas. The latter models have not inluded
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low-temperature ooling, so no old phase an form. Thus, it is not yet lear whetherrealisti models inorporating turbulene driven by star formation would indeed pro-due an extended, featureless ontinuum of temperatures, or whether they wouldyield bimodal distributions similar to those we have found with solely MRI-driventurbulene.We believe that, given the observed turbulent amplitudes (�v � 10 km s�1) andharateristi spatial sales (the disk thikness H � 100 p) for the atomi ISM,quasi-two-phase distributions are inevitable. The heating time � H=�v = 107 yr isa fator of a few longer than the ooling time in gas at densities <� 1m�3 (see eq.[5℄ of Paper I or eq. [4℄ of Wol�re et al. (2003)), so that moderate but not extremedepartures from thermal equilibrium an be expeted in di�use gas. In dense gas,ooling times are very short, so thermal equilibrium must hold, but typial order-unity variations in pressure from soni-level turbulene an lead to moderate loaldensity and temperature variations. Future work will be able to determine whether,with realisti turbulent amplitudes and fully-aptured energy dissipation, thermaldistributions from models an indeed math those from HI observations, or whetheradditional heat soures are required.AknowledgmentsWe are grateful to Charles Gammie, Woong-Tae Kim, Jim Stone, and MarkWol�re for valuable disussions, and Yen-Ting Lin and Jonathan MKinney forhelpful tehnial advie. The manusript has also bene�ted from a thoughtful anddetailed report prepared by an anonymous referee. This work was supported in partby grants NAG 59167 (NASA) and AST 0205972 (NSF). Some of the omputationswere performed on the Tungsten luster at NCSA, and others were performed onthe CTC luster in the UMD Department of Astronomy.
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Chapter 4
Models of Vertially Strati�ed
Two-Phase ISM Disks with
MRI-driven Turbulene

AbstratWe have performed vertially strati�ed simulations of the ISM, whih aount forgalati shear and magneti �elds, as well as a radiative ooling funtion whihadmits two thermally stable phases of gas. This allows us to study the magnetoro-tational instability (MRI) in the presene of a two phase medium, in a strati�eddisk. With these simulations we an begin to address the issue of why the ISMhas the vertial distribution that is observed, and how this distribution is a�etedby turbulene driven by the MRI. We generally �nd that the old omponent ofthe ISM sinks quikly to the mid-plane of the disk, inreasing the loal densityto approximately 3 m�3. The turbulent veloity amplitudes of the old mediumare around 1:0 � 1:5 km s�1, while turbulent magneti �elds are 2 � 3 �G. Thereare signi�ant amounts of unstable gas, but the impat of the ooling funtion on
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the thermal struture of the gas an not be ignored. There are two distint peaksrepresenting high density old louds, and a low density, warm ambient medium,in the density and pressure PDFs. The inner, primarily old disk is magnetiallysupported. The support of the warm medium at high z is primarily by thermal ormagneti pressure, and the regions in whih one of theses dominates over the otheris dependent on the strength of gravity.
4.1 Introdution
The lassial piture of the ISM began to take shape with Field's work on thermalinstability (1965), and subsequently the realization that the ISM ould exist in twodistint stable phases in pressure equilibrium (Field, Goldsmith, & Habing 1969).MKee & Ostriker (1977) argued that supernovae (SNE) are the main agent ofdestiny in the ISM, allowing for variations in pressure, driven turbulene, and ahot omponent formed by SNE blast waves whih overrun a signi�ant frationof the volume. The validity of this model is still being srutinized today by bothobservers and theoretiians. For understanding the ISM's thermodynamis, perhapsthe most important development in more reent years is that both observations andsimulations have found large frations of gas to exist at temperatures whih arethought to be thermally unstable. This alls into question whether or not a twoor three phase model of the ISM is valid, and more generally how thermal anddynamial proesses interat in the ISM.Surveys of the HI 21m line have shown that the ISM is very turbulent. Typialturbulent veloities are found to be approximately 7 km s�1 (Heiles & Troland 2003;Mohan, Dwarakanath, & Srinivasan 2004). As mentioned above, in the traditionalpiture of the ISM the soure of turbulene is attributed to SNE (MKee & Ostriker
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1977). Many simulations have been performed whih explore the e�ets of SNE onthe ISM, and the methods used for inluding star formation an be quite omplex(e.g. de Avillez & Breitshwerdt (2004, 2005)). Most simulations have looked onlyat SNE rates equal to or above what is thought to be typial of the Milky Way.However, Dib, Bell & Burkert (2005) �nd that for SNE rates lower than half of themean Galati rate, the veloity dispersions fall short by a fator of 2-3 ompared totypial observed values. Sine low turbulene disks ontaining old gas are susep-tible to violent gravitational instabilities, this suggests another soure of turbulenemay be needed to self-onsistently explain ISM onditions in the outer Milky Waywhere SNE are rare.Various extragalati observations have also implied that soures of turbuleneother than SNE may be present. The ISM is found to be turbulent regardless ofwhether an ative star forming region is nearby, (e.g. spiral arm/interarm regionshave indistinguishable HI veloity dispersions in the galaxy NGC 1058 (Dikey et al.1990)), and in partiular turbulene levels in outer galaxies appear omparable toinner galaxies, even though star formation rates drop o� steeply (van Zee & Bryant1999).These results have led us to explore another of the physial mehanisms whihhas potential to drive turbulene in the ISM. Perhaps the most viable in the outerparts of galaxies (where self-gravity is weak) is the magneto-rotational instability(MRI). The MRI may also ontribute signi�antly in inner galaxy regions. In thepast deade the MRI has been studied extensively in the ontext of aretion diskssurrounding ompat objets and protostars. The MRI generates turbulene inmagnetized, shearing, disk systems, whih leads to the transport of angular momen-tum outward through the disk allowing matter to arete on to the entral objet.Galati disks also meet the basi requirements for the MRI to be present: a weak
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magneti �eld and dereasing angular veloity with inreasing radius. Sellwood &Balbus (1999) suggested that the observed turbulene in the outer disk may bedriven by the MRI.We have addressed this issue with diret numerial simulations, beginning withPiontek & Ostriker (2004) (hereafter Paper I; see Ch. 2), in whih we performed2D omputations in the radial-vertial plane. These models were loal, utilized alinear galati shear pro�le and shearing-periodi boundary onditions, a radiativeooling funtion whih allowed for a two phase medium, and magneti �elds. Thisombination permits us to study the MRI in the presene of a two phase medium.Our 2D models were extended to 3D in Piontek & Ostriker (2005) (hereafter PaperII; See Ch. 3), allowing us to study the late time evolution of the models, as 2Dsimulations do not (and annot) yield saturated state turbulene, ending in theformation of the 'hannel' solution. We found that at low densities the saturatedstate veloities an reah as high as 8 km s�1 in simulations with a mean densitywhih is omparable to that found in the outer galaxy. Turbulent amplitudes werefound to sale with density as Æv / �n�0:77.In this paper we have extended the simulations of Paper II to inlude vertialgravity, thus allowing for strati�ation of the disk to develop. In these simulationsthe old, high density louds form and sink to the mid-plane, inreasing the loalmean density. Above the mid-plane the warm medium dominates, and turbulenedriven by the MRI is very strong. We address a number of issues, some of whihwere not possible with the models presented in Paper II. What fration of the ISMis found to exist in the unstable phase when turbulene is driven by the MRI?What is the vertial pro�le in a self-onsistent turbulent system? We omparethe turbulent amplitudes of strati�ed and non-strati�ed simulations, as well as thevolume and mass frations ontained in the warm, unstable, and old phases. We
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address the issue of vertial support of the ISM, and answer the question of whetheror not turbulene driven by the MRI an provide the neessary e�etive pressureto reprodue the observed sale height of the galati disk. To explore dependeneon parameters, we address these questions by performing three simulations whihdi�er in the strength of gravity by a fator of sixteen.In x4.2, we desribe our numerial method and the parameters of our models.In x4.3 we present our results and analysis. In the �nal setion we disuss theimpliations of our results, make omparisons, and present onluding remarks.
4.2 Numerial Methods and Model Parameters
We solve the equations of MHD in a loal model representing sheared rotating ows,with additional terms for radiative heating and ooling, heat ondution, and gravityin the vertial diretion:

���t +r � (�v) = 0 (4.1)
�v�t + v �rv = �rP� + 14��(r�B)�B+ 2q
2xx̂� 2
� v + gext (4.2)

�E�t + v �rE = �(E + P )r � v � �L+r � (KrT ) (4.3)
�B�t =r�(v �B) (4.4)

All symbols have their usual meanings. The ooling funtion, L = ��(�; T )��,is adopted from S�anhez-Saledo, V�azquez-Semadeni, & Gazol (2002), and is apieewise power-law �t to the data of Wol�re et al. (1995). The heating rate,
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� = 0:015 ergs s�1, is spatially onstant, modeling heating due primarily to thephoto-eletri e�et of UV starlight on small grains and PAHs. This ooling fun-tion allows for two stable phases of gas, warm and old, to oexist in pressureequilibrium. For the adopted ooling urve parameters, the minimum and maxi-mum pressure for two stable phases of gas to exist in equilibrium in this model areabout Pmin=k = 800 K m�3 and Pmax=k = 3100 K m�3, respetively. Shear isdesribed in terms of the dimensionless shear parameter q � �d ln 
=d lnR, andq is set to one to model a at galati rotation urve. The ondution oeÆientis set so that we an resolve the appropriate length sales of thermal instability,K = 1:03� 107ergs m�1 K�1 s�1, not to represent the atual level of ondution inthe ISM. Without ondution TI would be most unstable at the grid sale (see PaperI). We model the gravitational fore gext as a linear funtion of height (assumingthe gas sale height is smaller than most of the total mass), gext = �~gzẑ.We use a modi�ed version of the ZEUS MHD ode (Stone & Norman 1992a,b)to integrate Equations (4.1) - (4.4) in time. ZEUS is a �nite di�erene, operatorsplit, time-expliit method for solving the equations of MHD. Shoks are apturedvia an arti�ial visosity. Paper I gives a omplete desription of our numerialimplementation of heating, ooling, and ondution, as well as ode tests. Thesame basi methods were used in Paper II, for a version of the ode parallelizedwith MPI. The primary di�erene between the models presented here and those ofPaper II is the addition of the gravity term in Equation 4.2. We have made useof a density oor in order to prevent the time step from beoming prohibitivelyshort, as well as the Alfv�en limiter of Miller & Stone (2000). The density oor wasset to 0:004 m�3 , and lim = 8. The e�et of the Alfv�en limiter is essentiallyto limit the speed of MHD waves in a low density environment. The majority ofthe simulations presented here were run on the Thunderhead luster at Goddard
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Spae Flight Center, while others were performed at the Center for Theory andComputation at the University of Maryland.Shearing-periodi boundary onditions are used in the radial diretion (Hawley& Balbus 1992; Hawley, Gammie, & Balbus 1995; Stone et al. 1996), while periodiboundary onditions are used in the azimuthal and vertial diretions. Though theuse of periodi boundary onditions in the vertial diretion is not ideal, it o�erssome advantages ompared to outow boundary onditions, whih we also explored.Depending on the implementation of outow boundary onditions, they may or maynot maintain the divergene free onstraint of the magneti �eld. Outow bound-aries an also reate strong magneti fores as magneti ux is adveted through theboundary and �eld lines are \ut" (Stone et al. 1996). Our simulations with outowboundaries also lost signi�ant amounts of mass over the ourse of the simulations.The simulations are initialized with an isothermal disk in vertial gravitationalequilibrium; thus the initial pro�les are Gaussian. For our standard model, the initialtemperature of the disk is 2500 K, the mid-plane density is 0:85 m�3, and the saleheight, H, is 150 p. The total gas surfae density is therefore � = 10 M� p�2.To explore the e�et of gravity we also performed a high temperature, high gravitymodel, as well as a low temperature, low gravity model. The initial disk temperaturein these two models was 10; 000 K and 600 K, respetively, with the same initialmid-plane density and sale height as the standard model 1, and hene the samevalue of �. We adopt P0=k = 2000 K m�3 as the unit of pressure in the ode; weuse this value of P0 to normalize the pressure in a number of the Figures. The valuesof the gravity onstant are ~g = 1:8� 10�31s�2, 7:3� 10�31s�2, and 2:9� 10�30s�2.The entral density and sale height were hosen to be generally onsistent with1After ooling is initialized at t = 4 orbits the temperatures and pressures in these three modelsevolve to be roughly the same.
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estimated ranges near the Solar radius in the Galaxy. The two larger values of ~gbraket estimates near the Solar radius using ~g = 4�G�tot, for �tot the ombined(stars + gas) mid-plane density (Binney & Merri�eld 1998). The smallest gravitymodel an be thought of as representative of the outer galaxy. The magneti �eldis initially vertial, with a plasma beta parameter, � = Pgas=Pmag = 100. Randomwhite noise perturbations are added at the 1% level to seed the MRI. Cooling is notturned on until t=4.0 orbits, just as the MRI modes begin to beome non-linear.Most simulations last approximately 10 orbits, with one orbit equal to 240 Myrs.The size of the omputational volume is 2H � 2H � 6H, with 128 � 128 � 384grid zones, giving a resolution of about 2 p.In order to address the question of what supports the gas vertially in our diskmodels, and how muh of eah phase is present, we need a baseline for ompari-son. For this omparison we have performed (2D) simulations whih do not inludemagneti �elds, and therefore are not turbulent. Cooling is initialized at t=0, andthe gas quikly separates into two stable phases. The old omponent settles tothe mid-plane, with the warm gas found above and below the old gas in pressureequilibrium with gravity. The warm and old omponents are separated by a thinlayer of unstable gas, and there is little mixing between the two stable phases. Weperformed a set of three non-turbulent simulations, varying the initial temperatureof the disk and gext, as in the turbulent models; all initial onditions other than �are the same as adopted in the turbulent models.
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4.3 Results
4.3.1 Evolution
From t=0 to approximately t=4 orbits the disk is in pressure and gravitationalequilibrium, and both heating and ooling are disabled until this time. This methodof initialization prevents the reation of a very thin old disk, as would our if theooling funtion were initialized at t=0. During these �rst few orbits the modesof the MRI begin to grow and strengthen from the small amplitude perturbationsimposed in the initial onditions. At around t=4 orbits the modes of the MRIbegin to saturate due to nonlinear interations, at whih point the ooling funtionis enabled. The disk then quikly evolves into a two-phase medium whih is nolonger in gravitational equilibrium. The heavier old louds quikly sink towardsthe mid-plane, but turbulene driven by the MRI serves to thiken the disk. Someof the largest turbulent amplitudes are seen during this stage as the hannel owforms, then quikly dissipates. A quasi-steady state is soon established, after whihtime the averaged mass frations, turbulent veloities, magneti �eld strengths, andother quantities are utuating, but remain roughly onstant. In Figure 4.1 weshow a volume rendering of density late in the simulation for our standard model att = 8 orbits, and in Figure 4.2 we show slies through the omputational volumeof the �eld variables: density, pressure, veloity, and magneti �eld. The MRIontinues to drive turbulene throughout the duration of the simulation. Thoughthese simulations are strati�ed, the overall harater of these models appears to bequite similar to those presented in Paper II.In the following setions we analyze the turbulent veloities, magneti �elds,pressure, and thermal struture of the gas. We disuss the time history of averaged
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Figure 4.1: Volume rendering of density for the standard gravity run, at t=8orbits.
quantities, as well as presenting probability distribution funtions of thermal andmagneti pressure, temperature, and density. In addition, we analyze the vertialstruture of our models, onsidering the question of how material is vertially sup-ported. Throughout, we make omparisons among results of models with varyinggext.
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Figure 4.2: Slies through the omputational volume of the �eld variables, at t = 8orbits. From left to right: Log(�), Log(E), Æv, and B.
4.3.2 Turbulent veloities
The mass weighted Mah numbers are plotted in Figure 4.3, from t=4-10 orbits forthe standard run, as there is no interesting development prior to t = 4 orbits. Thesound speed is omputed individually for eah grid point, and the galati shear om-ponent is subtrated, so that the veloity is omputed as Æv = pv2x + (Ævy)2 + v2z .The saturated state Mah numbers for the warm, intermediate and old phases ofgas, averaged over orbits 7-10, are 0.5, 1.4 and 2.0. In Figure 4.4 we plot the orre-sponding mass weighted veloity dispersions for eah of the three omponents; the
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Figure 4.3: Volume weighted Mah numbers for the old, unstable, and warmphases of gas, plotted against time from t=4-10 orbits. The time averaged Mahnumbers over orbits 7-10 are 2.0, 1.4, and 0.5.
time averaged values are 3.7, 2.3, and 1.4 km s�1, averaged over the same inter-val. As the MRI initially begins to develop, the hannel solution is strong, andthe largest veloities are observed. The peak volume averaged veloity dispersion isaround 9 km s�1 in the warm medium. In the high gravity model, the mass weightedveloity dispersions are 5.1, 2.3, and 1.2 km s�1, for the warm, intermediate, andold phases, and in the low gravity model, 4.0, 2.5, and 1.4 km s�1. There is there-fore little di�erene in the veloity dispersions between the three models. For thestandard model, Figure 4.5 shows the mass-weighted veloity dispersion pro�le in zfor the warm, unstable, and old omponents separately (i.e. (P �Æv2=P �)1=2 asa funtion of z), as well as for the ombined medium. For the warm medium, Ævgenerally inreases with height, and reahes nearly 12 km s�1 near the boundary of
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Figure 4.4: Mass weighted veloity dispersion for the old, unstable, and warmphases. The late time averaged values for the warm, unstable, and old phasesare 3.7, 2.3, and 1.4 km s�1.
the simulation domain.We an ompare the veloity dispersions of the strati�ed models to those of theunstrati�ed models from Paper II. The total mass weighted veloity dispersions ofthe low, middle and high gravity models are 2.9, 2.7, and 3.0 km s�1, and the massweighted mean densities are 1.2, 2.1, and 5.5 m�3, respetively. From Paper II wefound that the veloity dispersion should follow the relationship Æv / �n�0:77. So,based on the non-strati�ed model saling, the veloity dispersion at the orrespond-ing mean densities would vary from 2.3 km s�1 in the low gravity model, to 1.5km s�1 in the standard model, to 0.72 km s�1 in the high gravity model. The valueswe �nd are roughly onsistent with the results from the unstrati�ed models, giventhe large range in mean density with z. However, in more detail we do not observe
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Figure 4.5: Pro�le of Æv for the standard run, for the total as well as eah thermalomponent.
any signi�ant trends in veloity dispersion with the mean mass weighted density,or when omparing the veloity dispersions of the individual omponents. At highz, as pointed out in Paper II, it is expeted that the veloity dispersion/density re-lationship will turn over at veloities omparable to the thermal speed in the warmgas. Thus, we do not expet veloity dispersions to signi�antly exeed 8 km s�1,and based on Figure 4.5 this is the ase.The numbers presented here serve to illustrate the primary di�erene betweenthese simulations and those of Paper II. In the non-strati�ed models of Paper IIthe three phases of the ISM were well mixed within the simulation domain, whihlead to the result that the three phases of gas were found to have essentially thesame turbulent veloities. In the urrent strati�ed simulations old gas is only found
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near the mid-plane, with the low density warm medium dominating the dynamisat higher latitude. Turbulent veloities are signi�antly higher in the low densityhigh latitude gas, but this gas does not serve to drive omparably high turbulenelevels near the mid-plane, where most of the old medium is found.
4.3.3 Magneti Fields
The initial �eld strength is 0:26 �G, and is vertial. The mass weighted magneti�eld strength, B = (B2x+B2y +B2z )1=2 is plotted in Figure 4.6, as a funtion of time.The MRI ampli�es the initial �eld by a fator of about 10. The saturated state �eldstrength is typially 3 �G, slightly higher in the old medium, and slightly lowerin the warm medium. Averaged over orbits 7-10, the mean �eld strengths in thewarm, unstable, and old phases are 2.4, 3.1, and 3.2 �G. In the low gravity modelthe �eld strength values are 2.7, 3.0, and 3.1 �G, and in the high gravity model we�nd slightly larger means of 2.7, 3.5, and 3.6 �G, respetively.In Figure 4.7 we ompute the PDF of the magneti �eld strength at t = 4:5,5.0, 7.5 and 10.0 orbits. The amplitude and breadth of the PDF grow with time.The maximum �eld strength inreases to approximately 8 �G by the end of thesimulation.
4.3.4 Distributions of Density, Temperature, and Pressure
In Figure 4.8 we plot the mass frations of the three phases as a funtion of time,from t=4-10 orbits. By mass the old medium is 59% of the total, with the unstableand warm media oupying 17% and 23% of the mass, averaged over orbits 7-10.By volume the warm phase oupies 91%, with the unstable phase about 7% andthe old phase about 2%. For omparison, in the high and low gravity models, themass frations of warm, unstable, and old gas are (17,11,73)% and (22,17,60)%, re-
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Figure 4.6: Mass weighted magneti �eld strength as a funtion of time for t=4-10 orbits. Average over t = 7 � 10 orbits, the mean �eld strengths in the warm,unstable, and old phases are 2.4, 3.1, and 3.2 �G.
spetively. The orresponding volume frations are (94,4,2)% and (91,6,2)%. Thus,the proportions of mass in di�erent phases appears fairly insensitive to gext. We anontrast this with the results of the non-turbulent omparison models. For thosemodels, the old fration was 81%, 86%, and 92% for the low, medium, and highgravity models, with the warm fration making up the balane. Thus, turbuleneonsiderably lowers the fration of gas found in the old regime.In Figure 4.9 we plot the density PDF at t = 4:5, 5.0, 7.5, and 10.0 orbits for thestandard model. These PDFs would seem to indiate the presene of two distintphases of gas, as there is ertainly a peak in both the volume and mass PDF ataround n = 0:1 and n = 10 m�3. The minimum density reahes the arti�ialdensity oor of 0.004 m�3, while the maximum density an extend upwards of 400
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Figure 4.7: Volume weighted (dark line) and mass weighted (grey line) magneti�eld PDFs for the standard run, at t=4.5, 5.0, 7.5 and 10.0 orbits.
m�3. There are some similarities and some di�erenes of these PDFs as omparedto those of the non-strati�ed models of Paper II. Exept for the tail extending to lowdensities (due to gravitationally-imposed strati�ation), the PDFs are fairly similar.They both show a well de�ned peak at the loation of the low density warm medium,and a broader peak at the high density old medium.In Figure 4.10 we plot the temperature PDFs at the same times as those pre-sented in Figure 4.9. The high temperature peak is fairly well de�ned, espeially atearly times. This feature is broadened later in the simulation, and a small frationof the gas exists at higher temperatures by about an order of magnitude as om-pared to the PDFs from Paper II. The minimum temperature is near 20 K, whilethe maximum extends as high as 125,000 K.
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Figure 4.8: Mass frations of the three phases of gas. Averaged over orbits 7-10,the warm, unstable, and old phases ontain 23%, 17% and 59% of the mass,respetively.
The pressure PDFs are shown in Figure 4.11, again at t = 4:5, 5.0, 7.5, and10.0 orbits. The pressure PDFs extend to very low values in the saturated state,as low as P=k = 10 K m�3, and the maximum pressure is approximately P=k =8000 K m�3, but only a very small fration of mass exists at pressures this high.The maximum pressure for whih a two-phase medium an o-exist in pressureequilibrium is Pmax=k = 3100 K m�3; this is where the volume weighted PDFuts o�. Also, the mass weighted fration of gas drops sharply below Pmin=k =800 K m�3, the lowest pressure for whih a two phase medium an exist. The massweighted pressures in the warm, old, and unstable phases are shown in Figure4.12. The mean mass weighted pressures, averaged over orbits 7-10, for the warm,unstable, and old phases are P=k = 1600; 1100; and 1700 K m�3. So, although
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Figure 4.9: Volume weighted (dark line) and mass weighted (grey line) densityPDFs for the standard run, at t = 4:5, 5.0, 7.5 and 10.0 orbits.
the overall pressure distribution is quite broad, the mean pressure in the warm andold phases are approximately equal. In the high gravity run this is not quite thease. The mean warm, unstable, and old pressures are P=k = 1700; 1100; and2100 K m�3, and in the low gravity ase P=k = 1500; 1100; and 1500 K m�3.Satter plots of density vs pressure are shown in Figure 4.13. The solid line is theequilibrium ooling urve, and ontours of onstant temperature are plotted at thetransitions between di�erent temperature regimes in the ooling funtion. Cold gasis de�ned to be below 141 K, warm gas above 6102 K, and unstable gas betweenthese two temperatures. Gas at low temperatures ools relatively quikly, and isfound to be very lose to the thermal equilibrium urve. For the �rst orbit after theooling funtion is enabled, during whih turbulent amplitudes are relatively low,
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Figure 4.10: Volume weighted (dark line) and mass weighted (grey line) temper-ature PDFs for the standard run, at t = 4:5, 5.0, 7.5 and 10.0 orbits.
most of the gas is in thermal equilibrium in both the warm and old phases. Lateron turbulene drives signi�ant frations of gas out of thermal equilibrium. Gas athigher temperatures takes longer to ool and is typially out of equilibrium (butroughly follows the shape of the equilibrium urve).
4.3.5 Strati�ation of Density & Pressure; What supports

gas vertially?
To address the issue of vertial support of the ISM, we �rst summarize results fromour non-turbulent models that do not inlude MRI driven turbulene. One thegas has settled, we an evaluate the total mass frations and mass distributions ofeah phase. We �nd that for the low, middle and high gravity models, the old
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Figure 4.11: Volume weighted (dark line) and mass weighted (grey line) pressurePDFs for the standard run, at t=4.5, 5.0, 7.5 and 10.0 orbits.
mass frations are 81%, 86%, and 92%, and warm mass frations are 19%, 14%, and7%. These frations are onsistent with what is expeted for the minimum amountof warm gas in a two-layer hydrostati equilibrium for a given total � and gext(see x4.4). The pro�le of the old medium is approximately a trunated Gaussian,and the trunation ours where the transition is made to the unstable and thenwarm phases. While the old mass fration is higher when gravity is larger, theold disk thikness is smaller; the sale height dereases from 15 p to 10 p fromthe low to high gravity ase. The transition between phases typially ours atP=k = 1200 K m�3, i.e lose to the minimum pressure for whih old and warmgas an oexist. The warm disk losely approximates a Gaussian, and has a saleheight of 460, 240, and 120 p in the low, mid, and high gravity models, respetively.
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Figure 4.12: Volume weighted pressure as a funtion of time for the standard run.
These suessive fators of 2 in the sale height are expeted based on the suessivefators of 4 from low to moderate to high gravity, sine for an isothermal pressure-supported disk, H = s=p~g, where gext � �~gz. We an ompare the sale heightsof these non-turbulent models to those whih inlude MRI driven turbulene.Mass pro�les for the three phases of gas as well as the total are shown in Figure4.14 for our standard turbulent model. These pro�les are omputed by integratingthe density in eah omponent in x and y, as a funtion of z, dividing by the totalnumber of zones in the x and y diretions, and averaging over the last two orbits ofthe simulation. In the turbulent models, the sale height of the CNM is 40, 20, and15 p from low to high gravity. Turbulene from the MRI therefore inreases thesale height of the old medium by approximately 50-100% depending on the model.
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Figure 4.13: Satter plots of density vs pressure for the standard run, at t =4:5; 5:0; 7:5 and 9.9 orbits, Panels A, B, C, & D, respetively.
The pro�les are not Gaussian, however, so these estimates are rough approximationsonly. The pro�le of the unstable gas is also non-Gaussian, but we estimate a saleheight of the entrally peaked gas to be 90, 44, and 30 p from the low to highgravity models. These values are roughly twie as large as the old layer thikness.There is signi�ant unstable gas at high latitude. For the low gravity ase the warmmedium is more or less evenly distributed vertially through the box, so we do notestimate a sale height. In the standard gravity model the WNM is also very farfrom Gaussian, but we an �t an approximate Gaussian with H � 250 p to thepro�le at high latitude, whih appears to be in equilibrium. For the high gravityase the sale height is again roughly 240 p, and is more entrally peaked than theother models, but still non-Gaussian.
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Figure 4.14: Volume weighted mass pro�les for the standard run.
In Figure 4.15 we plot the typial density of the total mass, as well as the threeomponents as a funtion of z for the standard run. The omponent typial densitiesare just the mean values in eah phase at any z. The typial density in the warmmedium is approximately 0:2 � 0:25 m�3, and this dereases at higher z. In theunstable phase the typial density is around 1:5� 2:0, inreasing somewhat towardsthe mid-plane and dereasing at higher z. For the old medium the average densityreahes as high as about 20 in the mid-plane, sharply dereasing to around 10 athigher latitudes. This is near the minimum possible density at whih old gas anbe in thermal equilibrium (at Pmin). There is about a fator of 100 separating thetypial density in the warm and old phases.We next turn to what, physially, is responsible for these vertial mass pro�les.By averaging the z omponent of the momentum equation in horizontal planes, and
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Figure 4.15: Pro�les of the typial density at eah height of eah gas phase in thestandard run.
making use of shearing periodi boundary onditions, we obtain� ��t (�vz)� = � ��z 
�v2z�� ��z hP i � ��z �B28��+ ��z �B2z4��� hgext�i (4.5)
In addressing the issue of the vertial distribution of the ISM, and the relativeimportane of thermal, kineti, and magneti terms in the above equation, we on-entrate our analysis on the high gravity run. The pressure gradient terms in thehigh gravity run, averaged over the last two orbits, are in approximate balane withgravity. That is, the time derivative term is small. As the gravitational onstantis redued in the middle and low gravity models, a loal quasi-equilibrium is lessevident than in the high gravity ase. To draw quantitative onlusions from thesemodels, longer temporal baselines and larger simulation domains appear neessary.The ontributions to thermal, kineti (i.e. �v2z), and magneti pressures for the
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Figure 4.16: Density and pressure ontributions from warm and old phases forthe high gravity run. The warm phase orresponds to the solid line, while theold phase is shown as the dotted line. The thik solid line shows the total forthe warm, unstable, and old omponents ombined.
high gravity run are plotted in Figure 4.16 for the warm and old phases, along withthe density pro�le. At eah height, the ontribution from eah phase onsists of thesum over zones in that phase, divided by the total number of zones. The warmmedium dominates the mass pro�le at high z, and the old medium dominates inthe mid-plane. For the warm medium, the magneti pressure is the largest of thethree pressures, followed by thermal, and kineti pressures, respetively. In theold medium, the kineti and magneti pressures are approximately equal, while thethermal pressure is smaller by a fator of two or three. In Figure 4.17, we show thetypial values of the same quantities as shown in Figure 4.16, again for the highgravity model. Similar to the standard gravity run, the typial density of the old
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Figure 4.17: Typial density and pressure for the high gravity model. The warmphase orresponds to the solid line, while the old phase is shown as the dottedline.
medium is around 10 m�3, inreasing signi�antly towards the mid-plane. Thetypial density of the warm medium is around 0:1 m�3, also inreasing towards themid-plane, but the distribution is muh more broad. The typial kineti pressureof the old medium an be very large, but this is only at high z where little CNMis atually present. The kineti pressure is large here as the old medium is drivento approximately the same veloity as the warm medium, but has a muh higherdensity than the warm medium. The kineti pressure in the warm gas varies muhless in z than any other pressure, but is only half of the mid-plane thermal value.The kineti pressure of old gas everywhere exeeds its thermal pressure. The typialmagneti pressure of the warm and old phases have similar magnitudes and pro�les.The thermal pressures of the warm and old phases are approximately equal near
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the mid-plane. The thermal pressure dereases quikly for the old medium awayfrom the mid-plane, while tapering o� more slowly in the warm medium. Generally,the same trends and behaviors are seen in the standard gravity run.Sine it is the derivatives of the pressures, rather than the magnitude, whihatually ounterbalane the fore of gravity, we plot (dP=dz)=(�gext) for the thermal,kineti and magneti pressures, also inluding the B2z term separately. The ombinedresults from the high gravity run are shown in Figure 4.18. These pro�les have allbeen smoothed with a boxar average. The ratio of the total pressure to �gext(thik solid line) is roughly one, indiating that the disk is in approximate pressureequilibrium with gravity. The magneti pressure is the dominant ontributor to thesupport of the disk. Kineti support is fairly minimal overall, but in the mid-planewhere most of the old medium is present, there is a notieable inrease in the kinetiontribution. The thermal term is also signi�ant throughout most of the disk, butdereases somewhat near the mid-plane, and at around 150 p is larger than themagneti term.We plot the same quantities for the standard model in Figure 4.19. The magnetipressure is again primarily the dominant term. At high latitude, however, the mag-neti pressure dereases at about the same height that thermal pressure inreases.The ratio of the total pressure to �gext deviates signi�antly from one, an india-tion that this model is out of equilibrium. The total pressure follows the magnetipressure fairly losely, as the other terms are either small or have approximately thesame amplitude, but di�ering sign, and so anel eah other out. The disk in thelow gravity model is even further out of equilibrium; the pressure derivatives areshown in Figure 4.20. It is diÆult to draw onlusions from plots suh as these.Longer temporal and spatial baselines are needed to improve the statistis. One in-teresting behavior to note, however, is that in the standard and low gravity models
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Figure 4.18: Pressure gradient pro�les ompared to �gext for the ombinedmedium, for the high gravity model.
the magneti pressure is anti-orrelated with the thermal pressure. If the magnetipressure is high, the thermal pressure is low, and vie versa.
4.4 Summary and Disussion
We have performed simulations of the ISM whih inlude a two-phase model of theISM, galati shear, magneti �elds and vertial gravity. This allows us to studythe MRI in the presene of a two phase medium, where the vertial struture of thedisk is determined self onsistently.The typial turbulent veloities averaged over the last three orbits are 3.7, 2.3,and 1.4 km s�1 for the warm, unstable, and old phases, for our standard gravityrun. The veloity dispersions in the high and low gravity models are omparable.
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Figure 4.19: Pressure gradient pro�les ompared to �gext for the ombinedmedium, for the standard gravity model.
This is signi�antly smaller than the 7 km s�1 observed by Heiles & Troland (2003).In the 3D models of Paper II, the warm and old gas was well mixed, and hadessentially the same veloity. In these strati�ed models, however, the old gas isonly found at the mid-plane, where the volume �lling fration of the warm gas isthus signi�antly smaller, and the mean density higher. If the mean density of themid-plane gas was redued, suh as by pressure due to osmi rays or SNE, theturbulent veloities of the old gas as driven by the MRI would likely inrease.The MRI ampli�es the initial magneti �eld strength of 0:26 �G by more thana fator of ten. The saturated state �eld strength is around 3 �G in the oldand unstable phases, and 2 �G in the warm phase. These values are onsistent withpresent day observational estimates of the turbulent �eld strength in the Milky Way,
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Figure 4.20: Pressure gradient pro�les ompared to �gext for the ombinedmedium, for the low gravity model.
whih represents approximately half of the total jBj. The �eld strength weakensslightly in the low gravity model, and inreases slightly in the high gravity model.The mass frations in the warm, unstable, and old phases are also of partiularinterest. For the turbulent models, the old mass fration is (60,59,73)%, and thewarm mass fration is (22,23,17)%, from low to high gravity. The mass fration inthe unstable phase is (17,17,11)%. We an ompare these results to those of thenon-turbulent models, whih for the old medium are (81,86,92)% from low to highgravity. The mass fration in the warm medium makes up the balane, (19,14,7)%,with very little mass found in the unstable phase. Generally, the same trends in themass frations are observed in the turbulent and non-turbulent models, although theturbulene signi�antly redues the amount of old gas. The mass fration of the
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old medium inreases with the strength of gravity, and the sale height of the oldmedium dereases with inreasing gravity, in both the turbulent and non-turbulentmodels. The mass fration in the warmmedium is dereasing with inreasing gravity.In the turbulent ase, the mass fration in the unstable phase also dereases withgravity.The mass weighted density PDFs do show the signature of a two-phase medium,though the peak at high density is quite broad. The distribution of gas extendsto very high and low densities, spanning 5 orders of magnitude. The temperaturePDFs also show two phases of gas to be present, though again the low temperaturepeak is fairly broad. The overall distribution in the pressure PDF would lead oneto believe that rough pressure equilibrium is far from the ase, though the meanpressures in the warm and old phases are approximately equal, P=k = 1600 and1700 K m�3 for the standard gravity model.We an ompare the thikness of the old omponent to eff=p~g, where eff istaken to be the Alfv�en speed, vA = B0=(4��0)1=2. For our high gravity run, usingvalues of the typial magneti pressure and density in the mid-plane, give a thiknessof about 30 p, whih is larger than our measured sale height of 15 p.How do our sale heights ompare to observations? Turbulene from the MRIan thiken the disk of CNM as ompared to our non-turbulent models, but not in away that is onsistent with loal observations. Lokman & Gehman (1991) �nd thatthe vertial HI distribution is lose to Gaussian, with a full width half max heightof 300 p, orresponding to an exponential sale height of 130 p. This is onsistentwith the warm medium sale height for our non-turbulent model, but this is smallerthan we have found for the warm medium in our turbulent model. In addition, theHI observations do not indiate two omponents with distintly di�erent values ofH, as we have found for our warm and old omponents. We therefore onlude
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that other proesses need to mix old gas to higher z, in order to be onsistent withobservational estimates of the overall vertial pro�le.It is still possible that the MRI may be a signi�ant soure of turbulene in theouter regions of the galaxy, but further simulations must be performed in order toexplore the relevant parameter spae. The surfae density in the outer galaxy isapproximately half of the value we've adopted in our simulations. It is possible thatmodels with a smaller surfae density will have thiker old disks, with inreasedturbulent amplitudes. AknowledgmentsWe are grateful to Charles Gammie, Woong-Tae Kim, Jim Stone, and MarkWol�re for valuable disussions. This work was supported in part by grants NAG59167 (NASA) and AST 0205972 (NSF). Some of the omputations were performedon the Tungsten luster at NCSA, and others were performed on the CTC lusterin the UMD Department of Astronomy.
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Chapter 5
Summary and Prospets

5.1 Summary
The ISM of spiral galaxies has long been a topi of great interest. The papersof Field (1965); Field, Goldsmith, & Habing (1969) paved the way for MKee &Ostriker (1977) to the develop what is today onsidered to be the lassial pitureof the ISM. In this piture, The di�use matter of the ISM is omposed of old, highdensity louds, enshrouded in a warm, low density ambient medium. The warmand old omponents are in rough pressure equilibrium with eah other, and littlematerial is to be found in the thermally unstable regime. Turbulene in the ISM isprimarily driven by SNE, also reating a hot omponent �lling a large fration ofthe volume.This view of the ISM has been alled into question in reent years, in partbeause both simulations and observations have found large amounts of gas to existin what should be a thermally unstable state. The majority of these simulationsinlude turbulene whih is driven by SNE, but whether or not SNE are inludedorretly is a matter of debate. One major onern is that the SNE modeled inthese simulations do not our in high density gas with n > 1000 m�3, as is
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realisti for type II SNE that explode within GMCs. Also, observations have shownthat turbulene levels in regions of high and low star formation are similar, whih isdiÆult to understand if turbulene is driven only by SNE. With this in mind, wehave explored the MRI as a possible soure of turbulene in the ISM.We began this thesis with 2D simulations, presented in Chapter 2, that servedto lay the groundwork for 3D simulations to ome, developing the numerial foun-dation whih allowed us to study thermal instability with the ZEUS MHD ode.We adopted a piee-wise power law ooling funtion (S�anhez-Saledo, V�azquez-Semadeni, & Gazol 2002), whih is based on the work of Wol�re et al. (1995), andalso inluded thermal ondution, whih is neessary in order to numerially resolvethe modes TI. Prior to this work simulations of the ISM whih have inluded theMRI have had only modest (order-unity) ontrasts in density. In the absene ofturbulene, our ooling funtion yields a two phase medium with a density ontrastof approximately 100 between the warm and old phases of gas. In our 2D simu-lations we were able to study the initial development of the MRI, and its e�et onthe phase struture of the gas.These simulations were extended to 3D in Chapter 3, whih permitted us to studythe saturated state of the MRI in the presene of a two-phase medium. Turbulenelevels in the warm, unstable and old phases were examined. PDFs of temperatureand density generally showed that there remained two distint phases of gas, warmand old, though turbulene from the MRI was able to drive some gas into theunstable regime.Our 3D simulations were extended to inlude vertial gravity in Chapter 4. Withthe inlusion of vertial gravity, the loal density of the ISM, and the sale height ofthe warm and old disks are determined self-onsistently. Turbulene levels in theold gas are generally onsistent with the results presented in Chapter 3, at similar
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mean density.
5.2 Conlusions
Our primary results are as follows:MRI driven turbulene levels are typially � 3 km s�1 when the mean density ofthe ISM is approximately 1 m�3, and the magneti �eld strength is � 3�G. Thisis signi�antly smaller than the 7 km s�1 observed in the ISM of the Milky Way. Asthe mean density of the ISM hanges, the veloity dispersion varies as Æv / �n�0:77 inour unstrati�ed models. Our vertially strati�ed models yield (mass-weighted) meandensities of 1 - 5 m�3 and mean turbulent veloities of around 4, 2, and 1 km s�1 inthe warm, unstable, and old phases, whih is roughly onsistent with this salingrelationship. The density is higher, and the veloity dispersion lower, than valuesin the solar neighborhood. Thus, MRI is not more than a partial ontributor toobserved loal turbulene. In the outer galaxy, it is unertain exatly what theturbulene levels and sale heights are. Simulations with lower vertial gravity andgas surfae density may yield smaller mean densities, thus inreasing MRI driventurbulene levels and sale heights, but self onsistent strati�ed simulations withappropriate parameters have yet to be performed.We have generally found the signature of a two phase medium to be evident inthe PDFs of temperature and density in all of our models. Mass weighted PDFsgenerally show two distint peaks orresponding to low temperature, high densitylouds, and a high temperature, low density ambient medium. The proportion ofunstable gas found in our simulations is around 20-25%. We have found that thefration of unstable gas, by mass, is about the same as the fration of warm stablegas, with these frations inreasing with the level of turbulene. Even in our most
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turbulent models whih reprodue the observed veloity dispersion in the MilkyWay, the signature of two phases is still evident.We have addressed the issue of vertial support of the ISM. The sale height ofour old disk is smaller than has been found in our Galaxy, but the height of ourwarm disk is onsistent with observations, around 250 p. Our high gravity modelwas found to be in approximate equilibrium with gravity, and magneti pressureontributes more than thermal and kineti pressure to the support of the disk. Itmay be the ase that SNE are required to inrease the sale height of the old disk.As the SNE rate is inreased, the disk may thiken, at whih point the ontributionof the MRI to the turbulent amplitudes may inrease as well.How do the results from our simulations ompare to the lassial piture of theISM? As have those before us, we have found that turbulene an drive materialinto the unstable phase. Higher levels of turbulene yield higher levels of unstablegas. Still, the PDFs from our simulations, even in the most turbulent ase whihyields veloity dispersions omparable to those observed, show two distint phasesof gas. The PDFs of pressure are generally quite broad, though the mean pressurein the warm and old omponents are approximately equal. Our feeling is that thelassial piture still broadly represents the physial state of the ISM. Turbulenemay drive gas into the unstable regime, but this realization does not justify disard-ing the lassial model in favor of a new paradigm. TI is still quite important, andthe loudy struture it yields must be aounted for in future models of the ISM.Rather, the presene of thermally unstable gas in the ISM should be onsidered animportant development in our understanding of the impat of turbulent dynamison thermodynamis of the ISM, as a modi�ation of the lassial model.
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5.3 Future Work
There are several avenues of future study whih one an pursue to further ourunderstanding of MRI driven turbulene in the ISM. The ooling urves in Wol�reet al. (2003) at di�ering disk loations vary from those adopted in this work, withdi�ering minimum and maximum allowable pressures for a two-phase medium. Ourooling funtion is generally onsistent with what is expeted for the outer disk, butsome adjustments ould be made. It would be worthwhile to perform simulationswhih more aurately model the ooling funtion in both the inner and outer disks.Another important issue is the energy lost to di�usion of the sheared veloityand magneti �eld noted in Chapter 3. This is a result of ZEUS solving a non-onservative form of the energy equation. In priniple this ould be aptured ifexpliit resistivity and shear visosity were inluded, or with a onservative MHDalgorithm. This ould have a signi�ant e�et on the fration of gas in the unstableregime.The parameters of our strati�ed models are onsistent with observations of theinner disk of the Milky Way. Simulations whih inlude a realisti ~g and � forthe outer Galaxy should be performed. If the surfae density is lower, it's unlearwhether the old disk will simply have a lower mass with similar veloity dispersionand sale height, or if possibly the derease in mass will allow the old medium tobe pushed to higher z, where turbulent amplitudes are higher.Finally, models with SNE and/or spiral arms should be performed as well. Theirombination/interation with the MRI may yield very interesting results.
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Appendix A
Condutivity & Coupling of Ions

and Neutrals in the ISM

A.1 Relative Contribution of Neutrals and Ions
to Thermal Condution

In this thesis we are primarily interested in the neutral hydrogen omponent ofthe ISM, whih is a signi�ant fration of the total mass of the ISM. The neutralomponent is, however, partially ionized. Both the neutral and ionized hydrogenontribute to the total level of thermal ondution, and in this setion we omparetheir relative ontributions. The thermal ondution oeÆient of neutral hydrogenis K = 2:5 � 103 T 1=2erg m�1 K�1 s�1 (Parker 1953), whih at 7300 K, is K =2:14�105 erg m�1 K�1 s�1. We an estimate the ontribution of the ionized frationby omputing K for a fully ionized gas, and then saling that result by the ionizationfration. From Lang (1974), for a fully ionized gas
K = 2� 10�4 T 5=2Z4ln� erg m�1 K�1 s�1; (A.1)
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where T is the temperature, and Z is the atomi mass. � for an ionized gas is givenby (Lang 1974) � = 1:3� 104 T 3=2N1=2e : (A.2)The ionization fration in the standard model of Wol�re et al. (1995) is ne=n =1:9 � 10�2 for the warm omponent at 7300 K, and n = 0:37 m�3. The on-dution oeÆient, when weighted by the ionization fration, is then K = 6:84 �102 erg m�1 K�1 s�1. Thermal ondution by neutral hydrogen is therefore more ef-�ient by approximately three orders of magnitude as ompared to the ionized ontri-bution. In the old medium at 45 K, with an ionization fration of ne=n = 3:3�10�4,and a mean density of n = 61 m�3 (Wol�re et al. 1995), the relative ontributionof the ions ompared to the neutrals is even smaller.
A.2 Coupling of Neutrals and Ions by Collisions
Finally, we address the issue of whether or not it is appropriate to apply MHD sim-ulations to model the mostly neutral hydrogen of the ISM. Osterbrok (1961) foundthat the ion-neutral ross setion in old HI to be approximately �in = 10�14 m2.The mean free path of a neutral for a ollision with an ion is l = (ni�in)�1, whih fora neutral density of n = 61 m�3, and an ionization fration of ne=n = 3:3 � 10�4(Wol�re et al. 1995), we �nd l = 5� 1015 m. We an adopt the thermal veloity ofthe partiles (Lang 1974)

vTh = �3kTm �1=2 = 1� 105 m s�1 (A.3)
to yield a typial interation time of l=vTh = 5 � 1010 s. To this we ompare thetypial time-sale of motion of the medium in our models. The resolution in oursimulations is around 1 p, and we adopt an upper estimate of the uid veloityof 10 km s�1, giving a time-sale of 3 � 1012 s, whih is signi�antly longer than
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the neutral-ion ollision time. The neutral-ion ollision time is shorter by a fatorof �ve in the warm medium. The ions and neutrals are therefore well oupled,and the treatment of the mostly neutral atomi omponent of the ISM under theassumptions of MHD is aeptable.
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